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ASBTRACT

In seismic design concept, the design philosophy of "weak beamstrong column" has

been widely accepted by researchers and designers. In this concept, it is assumed that

yielding of all beams inflexure will occur pr10r tO possible yielding of columns which is

considered to be the preferable failure mode, because of its large capacity to absorb

earthquake energy before the structure actually collapses. To ensure that aframe

structure collapses according to the preferable beam-hinglng Pattem, the columns of the

structure that receive forces from the beams of the structure are generally designed with

a column overdesign factor (COF) greater thanone to make the columns relatively

stronger thanthe beams.

Various COF requlrementS have been addressed by different structural codes.

However, recent major earthquake disastersand case studies by researchers have shown

that the fbmation of plastic hinges in columns camot be avoided even though the
⊂二

structures were designed to present provisions. One major reason incurrlng Such a

phenomenon is theuncertainties existing in the structural members and earthquake

loads. Therefore, It is difrlCult to absolutely ensure that the structure will collapse

according to the preferable failure mode; a better strategy may be the probabilistic

approach, i･e･,to ensureanoccurrence probabilityof t,hepreferable failure mode larger

than the probabilities or the undesirable modes. The COP ensurlng prObabilistic prlOdty

of the beamhinglng failure mode to story mechanisms needs to be determined. Target

values of COF that probabilistically ensure the preferable entire beamhinglng failure

mode of丘ames have been evaluated in this study fbllowlng SOme co°e prescribed load

distributions. This will guide the englneerS tO Select the minimumvalues of COP for

frame structuresunder specific reliabilitylevel to probabilistically avoid the undesirable

story collapse modes during earthquakes.

The thesis consists of fiver chapters. Chapter 1 describes the background of the

present study as described above. The remalnlng Part Of the thesis is briefly described
● ●

below.

Ch叩ter 2 deals with the probabilistic investigation on the story mecbanisms of

moment resisting steel frame structures. The failure modes of the multistory ductile

frame structures grouplng into three types: upper story collapse, middle story collapse
●



and lower story collapseare investigated probabilistically applying first order reliability

method (FORM). It is observed that under any specific reliabilitylevel, the mean value

of the load is generally a linear function of COF･ The failure probabilities of the middle

storyand upper story collapse modes follow some specific pattem but the failure

probabilities of the lower story collapse modes do not followany specific pattern･ In

case of upper story collapse modes, it is observed that the failure probability steadily

increase with the increase of the number of failure stories. In case of middle story

collapse modes, it is observed that the failure probability with.higher nb (number of

unbroken story at the bottom of the frame) is less thanthat with lower nb, The value of

COF has a slgniflCant effect on the probabilistic order of the lower story failure modes･

Each lower story mechanism has a special COF reg10n in which the failure probability

of that mode is the largest.Among all the failure modes of a multi-story ductile frame

structure the lower failure modesand the upper failure mode with the maximum failure

stories have the highest failure probability, i.e.,.these modes are the most likely failure

modes of a multi-story ductile frame structure･ A similarobservation is found in case of

Ai distribution of load and the distrib山ion of UBC-94 and IBC-2006. That means, most

likely failure modes are independent of the type of the distribution applied in the

evaluation.
■■

Cbapter 3 deals with the probabilistic evaluation of the target COP that

probabilistically ensures the preferable entire beam hinglng failure mode and

probabilistically avoids theundesirable story collapse modes of the frames, applying

First order reliability method (FORM). The target COP is the minimum value of COP

that probabilistically ensures the preferable entire beam hinglng failure mode during

ea血quake and probabilistically avoids the undesirable story collapse modes of the

丘ame･ The target values or COP fわrthree to seven story丘ames under reliabilitylevels

a?T-2,βT-3,and βT-4)based on Ai distributionand the distribution of UBC-94and

IBC-2006 are presented in chapter three. Under the same reliabilitylevel the target COF

requlrement increases with the increase qf the number of stories and decreases with the

increase of the reliability level. It is obseⅣed that the rate of change of target COP with

number of storyand reliabilitylevel is almost linear. Target COF requlrement for frames

with height and mass irregularity are evaluated. It is obseⅣed that higher COP value has

to be provided for frames with higher floor height in first story･ The higher the height

irregularity due to story height variation in the flrSt Story, the higher is the target COF

requlrement･ The target COP requlrement also increases with the increase of the mass



irregularity, i.e.the higher the mass irregularity, the higher the target COF requlrement.

The target COP requlrement触her increases when both the height and mass

irregularity is combined in the same frame, i.e.,COF requlrement Ofthis frame is higher

than tbe丘ame with only height irregularity or only mass in･egularity.

Ch叩ter 4 introduces the evaluation of target COP considering system reliability.The

system reliabilityof the frames are evaluated.applying Dimension Reduction Integration

(DRI) method. The method directly calculates the reliability indices (and associated

failure probabilities)based on the first few moments of the system performance

function of a structure. It does not requlre the reliabilityanalysis of the individual

failure modes; also, it does not need the iterative computation of derivatives, or the

computation of the mutual correlations among the failure modes,and does not require

any design points. Thus, this method should be more effective for the system reliability

evaluation of complex structures thancurrently available methods. The accuracy of

results obtained with DRI method has been thoroughly examined by comparisons with

large sample Monte Carlo simulations (MCS). It is observed that the results of DRI

show good agreement with that Qf MCS. The target values of COF for three to seven

story framesunder reliability levels 2and 3 (βT-2,andβT-3)based on Ai distribution

ofJapanare presented in chapter four. It is observed that under the same reliabilitylevel

the target COP requlreme山increases with the increase of the number of stories and

decreases with the increase of the reliabilitylevel. However, target COP based on likely

modesand that of system reliabilityis different. That means, target COF requlrement is

affected by the evaluation methods.

In chapter five a brief summary of the present research is presented.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Background

Uncerta血ies are ubiquitous in stmctural englneenng. Civil englneenng StmCtureS are tO be

designed for loads created by environmental actions like earthquakesand wind. These actions

are exceptionallyuncertain in their manifestations. Materials used in civil englneerlng

constructions also display wide sca比er in their englneerlng properties. As an englneer, it is

●

therefore important to recognlZe the presence of all major source Ofuncertainty in englneerlng.

The source of uncertainty may be classi丘ed into broad types:

● Those that is associated with natural randomness. For example randomness of loads

such as wind, earthquake, snow, lee, Water Pressure, Or live load. This type of

uncertainty isusually considered as the aleatorytype of uncertainty.

+ Those that is associatedwith inaccuracies in our predictionand estimation of reality.

For example approximations during design phase, calculation errors, omissions, lack
ヽ

ofknowledge. This type of uncertainty is usually considered as the epistemic type of

uncertainty.

The subjectof structural reliability offers a rational framework to quantifyuncertainties

mathematically. The subjectcombines theories of probability, random variablesand random

processes with prlnCiples of structural mechanics and fbms the basis on which modem

stmctural design codes are developed. Examples include the American lnstitute of Steel

Constmction Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD), code fわr steel buildings (AISC,

1986; 1994),American association of State Highwayand Transportation OfrlCials LRFD code

(AASTO, 1994; 1998),and many Europeancodes (e.g.,CEC, 1984).

Structural reliability analysis enable to performmore rational ri去kevaluations: they are an

altemative approach to traditional deterministic structural design for taking account of all the

uncertainties affecting the parameters characterizing the physical state of the structureand its

environment. It makes it easier to achieve either of the fbllowlng goals:

● For a glVen cost, design a more reliable stmcture.

+ For a glVen reliability,design a more economic structure.

･卜



It is, therefore, considered as a promlSlng research area, both for theoretical developments

and fわr practical applications. In the last decades it has been increaslngly applied in many

aspects of englneerlng.

In the present research the concept ofreliability is applied to evaluate the column overdesign

factor, i･e･,beam to column strength ratio at a node of moment resisting steel frame structures.

In seismic design concept, the design philosophy of "weak beamstrong column" has been

widely accepted by researchers and designers. In this concept, it is assumed that yielding of all

beams inflexure will occur pr10r tO possible yielding of columns which is considered to be the

preferable failure mode, because of its large
capacity to absorb earthquake energy before the

structure actually collapses (Anderson and Gupta 1972; Parkand Pauley 1975; Cloughand

Penzien 1982; Lee 1996).In fact, this mode provides higher ductility,and a better distribution

or inelastic defbmation and energy dissipation among the stmctural elements and thus befわre

the collapse, the building canabsorb a largeamount of energy. To ensure that a frame structure

collapses according to the preferable beam-hinglng Pattern, the columns of the structure that

receive forces from the beams of a building structure are generally designed with a column

overdesign factor (COF) greater than one to make the columns relatively stronger thanthe

beams･ However, it is ditricult to specify the exact value of COF for a structure due to large

uncertainty in the member strength and the earthquake loads.

Various COF requlrementS have been addressed by different structural codes. The American

Concrete lnstitute's (ACI) "Building Code Requirement fわrStmctural Concrete" is the leading

code used throughout the U.S. for concrete building design. ACI 3 18-71 (ACI Committee 3 18

1971) was the first version of this code to include special provisions for seismic design. In

Section A.6.2 for special ductile frames, the sum of the moment strengths of the columns at the

design axial load were required to be greater than the sum of the moment strengths of the

beams along each principle plane atany beam-column cormection. In ACI 318-83 (ACI

Committee 3 18 1983) provisions, the designflexural strengths of the columns were required to

exceed the designflexural strengths of the beams at the beam-column jointcenters by at least

20%. The intent of the increased column strength requirement was to reduce the likelihood of

yielding in the column. Although some other values were proposed by some recommendations,

but stillthis is prevailing in this code･ The same ratio has been provided f♭rthe general use

frames by the code for seismic design of buildings (GB50011 2001) of China. Seismic

Provision of Structural Steel Building (ANSI/AISC 341
-05) suggested 1.0 for steel structures.

A minimum COF of l･5 is required for cold-formed square tube structures in Japan according
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to corresponding design provision (BCJ 2004),and in other countries, such as New Zealand

and Mexico, a COF ranging from 1.5 to 2.0 is needed (Dooley and Bracci 2001).

Although structural codes have provided different minimumCOF requlrementS for various
●

kinds of structures, recent major earthquake disastersand case studies by researchers have

shownthat the formation of plastic hinges in columns cannot be avoided even though the

structures were designed to present provision? (Berteroand Zagajeski 1979; Parkand Paulay

1975).One major reason incuming such a phenomenon is the large uncertainties existing in the

structural membersand earthquake loads (Kumamura et al.1989). Therefore, It is dilricult to

absolutely ensure that the structure will collapse according to the preferable failure mode; a

better strategy may be the probabilistic approach, i.e.,to ensureanoccurrence probability of

the preferable failure mode larger thanthe probabilities of theundesirable modes. The COF

ensurlng PrObabilistic pr10rity of beamhinglng failure mode to story mechanism needs to be

determined. Target values of COF that probabilistically ensure the preferable entire beam

hinglng failure mode of &ames have been evaluated in this study followlng some code

prescribed load distribution. This will guide the englneerS tO Select the minimumvalues of

COF for frame structuresunder specific reliability level to probabilistically avoid the

undesirable story collapse modes during earthquakes.

1.2 Review of the Previous Researches

ln recent years, many studies have been conducted by researchers in search of the dominant

collapse modes of &amesand design of the strong column weak beamframes･ This section

glVeSanOVerview of those studies. The review is not only limited to the researches performed

for steel structures, but also includes those for reinforced concrete structures or concrete filled

tube stmctures.

StudL'es related to steelframes

Hibino and IchinQSe (2005a) presented a numerical study on the effect of column-to-beam

strength ratio on the seismic energy dissipation of beamsand columns in fish-bone-type steel

moment frames. The major parameters considered were the number of stories, the strengths of

the columns, the strengths of the beamsand the ground motion. The seismic energy dissipation

was classified into two categories: energleS contributing to story mechanismand energleS

contributing to total mechanism. Findings of the study show that with the increase of the beam

to column strength ratio, the energy contributing to the story mechanism decreases･ The

dynamic responses of structures subjectedto 50 artificialearthquake waves were obtained, in

･3-



most cases of which the energleS contributing to story mechanism decreases slgnificantly as the

column-to-beam strength ratio increases from 1
･O

to 1
･3･

Another study of the effect of COF on

the ductility ratios of structures was also presented (Hibino and lcbinose 2005b).

Nakashima and Swaizumi (1999) presented a numerical study on the column-to-beam

strength ratio required for ensuring beam-hinging responses in steel moment frames. The
major

parameters considered were the type of frames, number of stories,type of beam hysteresIS,and

type and amplitude of ground motions･ It was found that the column-to-beam strength ratio that

ensures beam-binglng responses increases steadily with the increase of the ground motion

amplitude,and the maximumstory driftangle is about l･7 to 2･O times larger thanthe

maximumoverall story driftangle, which indicates that this level offluctuation in the story

driftis present along the stories even for frames in which beam-hinglng behavior is ensured. In

another study by Sawaizumiand Nakashima (1999),the effects of the column-to-beamstrength

ratio were examined. A series of numerical analysis was conducted for column-to-beam

strength ratios successively decreased from the ratio for ensuring the column-elastic response･

It was obseⅣed that the change in response is not abrupt with the decrease or the ratio and

quantitative information was provided for the degree of change in the maximum story driftand

beamand column maximum rotations with respect to the ratio.

Choiand Park (2009) presentedanoptimum seismic design algoritlmfor preventing plastic

hinges on the columns or special steel moment丘ames･ The proposed algorithm was then

applied to a two dimensional steel moment frame to evaluate the minimumcolumn to beam

moment strength ratio required for prevention of plastic hinges in column.

In an analytical investigation by Roeder and Schneider (1993) the inelastic response of some

moment resisting steel frameareanalyzed for a range of different earthquake acceleration

condition. The analysis shows that the strong column weak beam丘ames result in much smaller

story drifts and better distribution of inelastic deformation thanweak column strong beam

丘anes.

Ogawa and Tomozawa (2005) carried o山an investigation on COP required f♭rcontrolling

damage concentration in steel moment frames. Quantitativeinformation was provided for the

degree of chance in the maximum story drift angle with respect to column to beamstrength

ratio･ It was fわund that the COP to avoid the concentration of displacem叫should be 1.2 fわr

velocity of ground motion of 1.5m/s, 1.4 for 2.25m/s,and about 1.5 for 3.Om/s. The COF

requlrem6nts obtained were independent of the number of stories. The stiffness ratio of column

and beamhas inslgnificant effect on COF.

･4･



Inananalyticarinvestigation by Lee (1996), a two bay six story moment resisting steel

丘ane was designed according to ATC 3-06 and its behavioral characteristics in inelastic range

were observed through the inelasticanalyses. It was reported that the design concept of strong

columnand weak girder, which isusually implemented by the design rule that the sumof

column plastic moments should be larger thanthat of girder plastic moments at the jointby

same margln, Cannot actually prevent the occvrrence of plastic hinges in columns. The reason

was clarifled by close investigation inelastic behaviors around joints up to the point of

formation of a collapse mechanism.

St〟dies related to concrete frames

Kuwamura et al. (1989) conducted Monte Carlo simulations on the staticand dynamic

performance of a six-story rigid plane丘ame in which the randomness of the member strengths

were taken into account. The simulation results showed that the randomness in the yield

strengths has a predominant influence on the failure mechanismand consequently on the

system ductility. It was also implied that weak-beam-strong-coltm structures could be

realized only when the randomness in the yield strengths was reduced by means of a higher

quality control in manufacturingand construction process, otherwise a considerably high

margin should be provided to column strengths.

Dooleyand Bracci (2001) investigated the influence of the COF at the jointsof two RC

丘ane stmctures under seismic excitation uslng inelastic time-history dynamic analyses. The

斤ames were assessed with a COP value ranglng丘om 0.8 to 2.4. Additionally, the in且uence of

changlng the column to beamstiffness ratio was also investigated. Findings suggest that a

minimumCOF of 2.0 is more appropriate to prevent the formation of a story mechanismunder

design seismic loading. The results also shownthat, it is more effective to increase the COF

without increasing the strengthand stiffness ratio simultaneously.

Kawano et al･ (199.8)presented basic information on the COF for forming the weak-beam

'type of plastic mechanisms in steel reinforced concrete frames. In order to evaluate the

requlrement Of the COF, a nonlineardynamic responseanalysis was camied out, in which the

degradation of i山er-story rigidities was rlgOrOuSly taken into account. It was fわund that, the

large COF prevents aframe model from formlng the inter-story plastic mechanismand also

disperses the plastic hinges in the frame. It was also observed that, the encased steel shapes and

the lateral reinforcements in columnsare effective to reduce the requlrement Of COF.

Medinaand Krawinkler (2005) studied a family of regular frames to evaluate the strength

demands relevant to the seismic design of the columnsand indicated that the potential of
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plastic hinglng in the columns is high fbr丘ames designed according to the strong column

weak beam requlrementS Of current code provisions.

Some other studies related to the behavior of beamcolumn jointof RC frame with floor slab

canbe found in Durraniand Zerbe (1987),Durraniand Wight (1988; 2000),Ehsaniand Wight

(1985) which mainly focused on the effect offloor slab injoint.

Studies related to CFTframes

Inanexperimental study by Azizinaminiand Sclmeider (2004), the behavior of cirとular
concrete丘ued tube (CFT丘ame) under seismic loads was studied through testing six columns

which were subjected
to a constant axial load in addition to a cyclic lateral load. Failure modes

for through beam connection detail were identified by testing seven, two-thirds scale

connection specimens. The experimental results showed that column failure was prevented

when the column-to-beamflexural strength ratio was approximately 1
･5

for full penetration

weld and approximately 2.0 for fillet weld. It was recommended that these conservative values

should be used as lower limits on the column-to-beam strength ratio for through beam

connection detailuntil additional experimental data become available to justifylower values.

Saisho, Kats止i and Ota (2001) investigated the seismic response and damage of concrete

filled steel tube frame (CFT frame) in relation with its column overdesign factor. Ground

motion recorded in Kobe (1995)and EI Centro (1994)are considered in the study. Based on the

丘ndings of the investigation COP value equal to 2.0 is proposed as the critical value in the

earthquake resistant design of multi-story CFT frames.

Most of the studies described above concluded that the COF has great effect on the failure

probabilities of structures, and the existing code provisions of COFare not sufflCient to avoid

story mechanism. In order to assure the preferable entire beam-failure mode, a higher COF

value is required･ Moreover, most of these studies described above used deterministic approach

for speciflC Structures and the occurrence probability of the undesirable failure mode and the

risk of failure of the structure remain unknown･ Although the probabilistic approach has been

applied by Dooleyand Bracci (2001)and.Kuwamura et al. (1989),however, the studies have

been conducted fわrspeci丘c stmcture with speci丘c ea血quake input.

1.3 Objectives and Organization of the Present Research

In the present study, considering the uncertainties of earthquake load and strengths of

structural members, the failure modes of the multistory ductile frame structures are

investigated probabilistically･ Load distribution along the height of the building丘ames

･6･



prescribed by some building codes, such ac Ai distribution of Building Standard law of Japan,

the distribution of the UniformBuilding Code (UBC-1 994)and Intemational Building Code

(IBC-2006) are taken into account in this study. Based on the investigations, the target values

of COF that ensure probabilistically the preferable entire beamhinglng failure mode pr10r tO

story collapse are evaluated. Although the system reliability is very complicated, but an

initiativehas also taken to consider the system.reliability in the evaluation of target COF･

The remalnlng Part Of the thesis consists of four chapters.

Chapter 2 deals with the probabilistic investigation on the story mechanisms of moment

resisting steel丘ame structures. The story failure modesare categorized as the upper story

mechanism, the middle story mechanism,and the lower story mechanism according to the

location of failure stories. The most likely story mechanisms of frame structuresare then

investigated. The failure modes of the frames are investigated considering Ai distribution of the

Building Standard law or J叩an, the distdbution or the Unifbm Building Code (UBC-1994)

and Intemational Building Code (IBC-2006). The basic assumptions applied in this studyare

also prese山ed here.

Chapter 3 deals with the probabilistic evaluation of the target COF that probabilistically

avoids the undesirable story mechanisms during earthquakes. Ai distributionand the load

distribution of UBC-1994and IBC-2006 are taken into consideration for this purpose. The

effects of heightand mass irregularity of the frames on target COF based on Ai distribution of

loadare also presented in this chapter.

Chapter 4 introduces the evaluation of target COF considering system reliability. The

Dimension Reduction lntegration (DRI) with fbur也moment standardization is mainly applied

in the investigation. The results of DRI are also investigated with Monte Carlo Simulation

(MCS).

Cb叩ter 5 presents the summarized conclusions or the present research.

･7･
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Chapter 2

INVESTIGATION ON TIIE STORY MECHANISMS OF THE FRAME

STRtJCTtJRE S

2.1 Introduction

Many sources of uncertainty are inherent in the structural design. Despite what we often

think, the parameters of the loadingand the load carrylng Capacities of the structural members

are not deterministic quantities (i.e.,quantities whichare perfectlyknown). They are random

variables,and thus absolute safety (or zero probability of failure)camot be achieved.

Conceptually, we candesign the structure to reduce the probability of failure, but increaslng

the safety (orreducing the probability of failure)beyond a certain optimum level is not always

economical. Consequently, structures must be designed to serve their function with a finite

probability of failure.

Frame structure may collapse in different failure modes. It depends upon many factors such

as combination of applied loads, the strength of the various elements etc. Identification,

evaluationand description of all these failure modesare really a difrlCultand time consumlng

task.

Among all the failure modes the story collapse of one or more stories is the most dangerous.

This is because story collapse leads to the collapse of the columns which is obviously more

dangerous compared to beam failure or other minor failures. Therefore, the present study is

based on this type of failure mode. For convenience, the story collapse modesare defined

before the probabilistic evaluation so that the investigation canbe carried out sequentially for

each type. Story mechanisms are classified as the upper story mechanism, the middle story

mechanism,and the lower story mechanism, depending on the location of failure stories.

Many studies concemed with failure modes of frames have been performed so far.Nafday

(1987) developed a systematic approach based on linearprogramming model for the

identification, endmerationand description of multiple failure modes for structural frames.Ang

and Ma (1981)developed a method to flnd the stochastically relevant mode directly by solving

a nonlinear optimization problem, which was performed to find the minimal reliability index･

Obi (1991) developed the stochastic limit analysis method, which is one of the mathematical

programmlng teClmiques to obtain the likely failure modes in relatively short computation

time.

･9･



2.2 Definitions and BasicAssumptions

2.2.1 Derlnition of node COP

The column overdesign factor (COF) is defined for each beam-column node as the ratio of the

sum of the moment capacity or columns to the sum of moment capacity of beams at that node

aS:

COF(k) - ∑FLmc,･/∑pmb,I
J ∫ .(2.1)

where, pmcj
= the mean plastic moment strength of column commected in the kth nodeand flab).

= the meanplastic moment strength of beam cormected in the kth node.

Column

C o lumn

Fig. 2.1 Definition of node COF

2.2.2 BasicAssumptions

For the ductile丘ame structures considered in this study the fbllowlng basic assumptions are

applied:

+ Elastic-plastic frame structures are considered. The failure of a section means the

imposition of a hinge and an artificialmoment at that section.

● The structural uncertainties are represented by considering only the moment capacities as

random variables･ The coetricient of variation of the material strength is considered to be

O.1 (AIJ 1990).

● Plastic moment c叩aCities are statisticallyindependent to one another and independe山of

the applied loads. All the random variables are assumed to follow the lognormal

distribution.

● The extemal load considered is only the lateral ea血quake load･ The Ai distribution■of

110･



Buildhg Standard Law of Japan,the load distributions of the UmiformBuilding Code

OJBC-1994),弧d InternationalBuilding Code (IBC12006) are taken into account for this

purpose･ Based on some studies (Kanda 1993; AIJ 1990)and considering otheruncertainty

the coefficient of variation of the earthquake load is considered to be 0.S.

The geometricalsecond-orderand shear effects are neglected.The effect of the axial forces

onthe reduction of moment capacities isalso neglected.

+ All beam-column nodes have identical Cops, i.e.,there is only one value of COP for a

structure.

2.3 A Brief Dcscriptioll 0f FORM

Thefundamentalproblem in structural reliabilitytheory isthe computation of the multi-fold

probability integral

p/ -

prob[z
= G(X) ≦0]-i;(I,≦.f(X)dX (2･2)

where X- [X),".,Xn]T,inwhichthe superposed T-Transpose, is a vector of random variables

representinguncertain structuralquantities, jq) denotes the jointprobabilitydensity血nction

of X, G(Ⅹ)is the performance function defined suchthat G(X)≦ 0,the domain of integration,

denotes the免ilure set,and P/ isthe failure probability･Difficulty in computing this probability

has led tothe various approximate methods, of which丘rst order reliabilitymethod (FORM) is

one ortbem.

(a) Origiml coordinate

==〇

OTR

O))RedllCed coordhate

Fig. 2.2 Limit state surfaceinonglnaland u-space
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FORM isananalytical approximation in which the reliability index is interpreted as the

minimumdistance from the origin to the limit state surface in standardized normal space

(u-space)and the most likely failure point (designpoint)
is searched using mathematical

programm1ng method.

For some situation, especially when there are large numbers of basic variablesand for

complex limit state equation the fわllowing algorithm (Hohenbichler and Rackwitz, 1981) is

used.

1. Assume an initial checking point xo

2･ Using the Rosenblatt transformation, obtain the corresponding checking point in u-space,

thatis,uo

3. DeteⅡnine the Jacobian Matrix

J=車
∂u

arl

aul

ax2

aul

au2

ax2

awl

Bun

ax2

∂〟〃

axn arm

au2 aun

evaluated at xo

4. Evaluate the performance function and gradient vector at uo

Gu(uo)-G (xo)

VG(u.) - JTvG(I.)

The termgradient generally refers to the derivative of vector functions as,

∇G(Ⅶ)-
∂G(Ⅶ)∂G(Ⅶ) ∂G(Ⅶ)

au)
'

au2 aun

5. Obtain a new checking point

u(k'l)
-

∇TG(uO'))∇G(uO'))
[vTG(u仲')u¢'-G(u仲')トG(u世')

and in the space of original variables, the checking point is

112-
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(2.5b)
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I(k'1)
-

Ⅹ(k)+ J(u(k'1)-u(k))

6. Calculate the reliabilityindex

(2.7)

(2.8)

*

7. Repeat step 2 to 6 uslng the above I as the new checking pointuntil convergence is

achieved.

2.4 Ai Distribution of Load and Determination of Load Level

2.4.1 A Brief Description of the Ai Distribution

In this section, Ai distribution of the Building Standard Law ofJapanis taken into account.

The meanvalues of the load of the upper floors F!Ty.are Obtained from meanvalue of load

acting on the flrStfl00r Of structure pp as follows:

FLRj
- CjPp (2.9)

where pp is the meanvalue ofload acting on the flrStfl00r Of structureand Cj is the lateral load

coefrlCient forjth story obtained from the distribution of load･ Cj is related to the seismic lateral

forces Fi at Various levels which is calculated as:

i; -Q,I-Q.1.I

Q,･- C,･Wj

The lateral shear Qi is calculated as:

(2.10)

(2.ll)

where Wi is the weight atand above level i. The seismic shearcoefrlCient Ci for ith level is

detemined by:

Ci = ZR,A,･Co (2.12)

where Z is the seismic zone coefrlCient, Rl is the design spectral coefrlCient, Co is the standard

shear coefrlCient, Ai is the horizontal shear distribution factor calculated as:

AL･

-1･'意-αi'芸
(2･13'

where T is the fundamental time period equal to 0.03*total height in meter, ai is the ratio of

the weight carried by the ithfloor to the total weight of the structure.
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2.4.2 Determination of Load Level

In this study, the investigation of the column overdesign factor (COF) was conducted under

a speci丘c reliability level, which means that fわr a glVen reliability index or the entire

beam-hinglng failure mode, the load levels are adjusted
to ensure that the first order reliability

index becomes equal to the target reliability index PT for frame structures designed with

various COFs. The first order reliabilitymethod (FORM) and target reliabilitylevel 2, 3and 4

a?T-2,βT-3and βT-4)are considered in this study.

Based on the principle of virtual work, performance function for the entire beam-hinglng

failure mode as shownin Fig. 2.3 can be established as follows:

m n-1 m 2 〝卜1 n

G(X) - 2∑Mbni+ 2∑∑Mb,j+ ∑McsL+ ∑Mc[ - ∑jhPj
i=1 j=1t'=l [=1 ]=l j=1

I---->

-:I

(2.14)

where Mbn,･ is the moment strength of the beamof the top story, Mblj is the moment strength of

the beamofthe ith spanandjth story, Mcl is the moment strength ofaninterior column, Mcsl is

the moment strength of an exterior column, Pj is the load acting on thejth story of the structure,

n is the number of stories, m is the number ofspansand h is the story height.

_:'_･･'_･;･･'_･･'Fig. 2.3 Entire beam hinglng failure mode

The moment strength of the members -and the load acting on the structure are assumed as

random v∬iable. The mean strengths of stmctural members are determined through Eq. 2. 15.

Eq. 2. 16 gives the coefrlCient of variation of each random variable.

FFbnj
-

Pb, FLb,j-2FLb, FLcs[=COF *pb, FLcL=2COF*FLb,

Vbni
-Vblj =Vc) =Vcs] =VI VRj =V2

)

･14･
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where FFb
=

meanValue ofMbni, Pb.j
-

meanValue ofMb.j U <
n),pp

-

meanvalue ofload acting

on the firstfloor of structureand A,j is the lateral load coefficient forjth story. Vland V2 are

coefficients of variation of member strengthand load respectively. The meanvalue of the

strength of the top beamis assumedand meanvalue of the other members are obtained from

the above relation ofEq. 2.15.

Tbe mean value of moment strength of the beam of the top story is assumed to be half orthe

mean value or moment strength or other beams of the lower stories･ This is because the top

beam bas to sustain a lower load than the beams ortbe lower sto°es due to absence of walls

and some other loads･ The meanvalues of the moment strength of columnsare obtained by

multiplying respective COP value･ For example when COP-1･1 and the mean strength of the

top beamis 104.15 KN.m, the meanstrength of other beams, exterior columnsand interior

column will be 208･30 KN･m, 1 14･565 KN･mand 229･13 KN･m･ respectively･ Since, this study

has been conducted for low-rise structures of up to seven stories; therefore, colurrms of all the

storiesare considered to have the same strengths in order to
simplifythe calculation. In

practical cohstruction of low-rise structures also, the column of all stories are usually

constructed with same strength sections in order to simplifyconstructionwork.

In order to understand the relationships between pp-COF, F!p-FFb,and pp-m, consider the

reliability index of the entire beam-hinglng mode with the performance function described in

Eq.(2.14).

Decompose the performance function of entire beam-hinglng failure mode into three parts

aS:

m
n-I m

xb=2∑Mbni+2 ∑ ∑Mb.I
i-1 j=1 L'=1

2 m-1

xc= ∑Mcs]+ ∑Mcl
J=1 J=1

〃

xp = ∑jhPj
ノ=1

So, the performance function is expressed as:

G(X)=xb +xc -Xp

(2.17a)

(2.17b)

(2.17c)

(2.18)

Following Eq･ (2･15)& Eq･ (2･16),the meanvalueand standard deviation ofxb, Xc,and xp

are glVen by:

･15･



FLxb
- 2m(2n - 1)pb

Jxb
- 2VIFLb

FL,c
- 2mCOFFLb

qxc - VIFLbCOF

pxp

-pph呈j2ノ=1

qxp - V2FLph

2(2m -1)

(2.19a)

(2.19b)

(2.19c)

(2.19d)

(2.19e)

(2.19f)

Then, the meanand the standard deviation of the performance function are obtained as:

〃

FLG
- 2m(2n -1)FLb

+ 2mCOFFLb

-Pph∑j2
(2･20)

ノ=1

JG= qxb2 +Jxc2 +qxp2

v.2FLb2[2COF2(2m-1)'4m(4n-3)]+V22pp2h2ij4(2.21)
ノ=1

The second mome山reliability index is then obtained as:

Al^I-

n

2m(2n -1)FEb
+ 2mCOFFLb

-FLph∑j2ノ=1

v.2FLb2[2COF2(2m -1) '4m(4n
- 3)]'V,2FLp2h2 ij4

ノ-1

(2.22)

As Vl is much smaller than V2, SO it can be ignored and the畠econd moment reliability index

canbe approximately glVen aS:

〃

PsM彩【2mpb(2n -1
+ COF)

-pph∑j2]/(v2FLph
ノ=1

(2.23)

From Eq･ (2.23)the mean value of load applied to the first story of structure is obtained as:

pp彩2mFLb(2n
- 1 + COF)/h(βsMV2

n n

∑ノ4+∑ノ2) (2.24)
∫-1 ノ=1

As PsM is unknown, Eq･ (2･24)cannot be directly used to determine ppunder a specific

reliability level of FORM. The distributiontype of performance function has a direct

relationship with its moment,and the reliability index or the failure probability corresponding
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to Z - G(X) <O is also the function of moment of the performance function. The standardized

random variable xs-(Z-FIG)/0;3is assumed to have a relationship with a standard normal random

variable u as expressed by the following equation:

u = N(xs,(aGk)) (2.25)

where N is the function describing the relationship between xsand u,and %k is the k-order

dimensionless center moment of Z - G(Ⅹ):

prob[G ≦ 0] =

prob
-

prob[xs
≦
-PsM ]

The reliabilityindex canbe glVen by:

P= -N(-PsM, (aGk ))

(2.26)

(2.27)

Because Vl is far smaller thanV2, the dimensionless k-order center moment ofZ
- G(X) can

be expressedr approximately as:

αα=

a
,pk

αxbkJxkb + αxckJxkc + αxpkJxkp

αpk皇j2kノ=1

;3 αxpk (2.28)

(2.29)

where axbk
- the dimensionless k-order center moment of xb, axck

-

the dimensionless k-order

center moment of xc, axpk
-

the dimensionless k-order center moment of xp,and αpk
-

the

dimensionless k-order center moment of load applied on the first story.

According to the ab.ove equations, it canbe found that generally叱k is not related to COF.

■since the reliability index ♂ remains to be the same level even though the value of COP

changes, PsM Will also remain at the same level in spite of the increase of COF.

Then one caneasily understand that I(pis basically a linear function of COF･ Furthermore,

PsM is also not affected by the meanvalue of the member strength or the number of bays, so pp

also changes linearly with respect to FFband m.

The relation ofmeanvalue of load acting on the flrStfl00r Of structure, ppand COF is shown

in Fig. 2.4. From this Fig. it is obseⅣed that the mean value of the load is generally a linear

function of COF. A similar observation is also observed in earlier studies by Zhao et al. (2002)
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and Puand Zhao (2007) for triangular load.
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Fig. 2.4 Load-COF curve

2.5 Probabilistic Investigation on Story Collapse Modes Considering Ai Distribution

In this study, the story failure modes are classified into three patterns: upper story failure

pattern, middle story failure pattemand lower story failure pattern, each of which depends on

the location of the failure stories, as shownin Fig. 2.5. The upper story failure pattem is

characterized by continuous coll叩Sed stories丘om the top story of the丘ame; the lower story

failure pattem is characterized by the continuous collapse of stories from the firststory of the

frame; in the middle story failure pattern, the mechanism occurs in the･middle stories of the

frameand the stories at the topand bottom remain elastic.

::'I':''f':･･I･･i･i.･･･ i･:･･三･
a)Upper mode b) Middle mode c)Lower mode

Fig. 2.5 Story collapse modes

2･5･1 Investigation on Upper Story Mechanisms

Based on the prlnCiple of virtual work, the performance function for the upper collapse

modes can be established as:
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m n-1 m 2 m-1 n

Gu(X)-2∑Mbm.+2 ∑ ∑Mb,j+∑Mcs[+∑Mc/- ∑(j+nc-n)hPj
i=l J=n-nc +1 1'=l I-1 L=l J-n-nc+I

(2.30)

where, nc
- the number of failure stories.

Followlng the same procedure as described in see 2.4.2 the approximate expression of the

second moment reliabilityindexis obtained as:

PsM-U ;Y

〝

2m(2nc -1+COF)pb -FLph ∑j(j+nc -n)
j=n-nc +1

n

∑j2(j+nc -n)2
J-a-nc +I

(2.31)

Let us now consider a six story two bay frame having equal bay width of 8mand equal story

height of 4m. For this six story frame, there are five upper collapse modes. These collapse

modes are shoⅥ1 in Fig. 2.6.

冒居席崖倭
Mode- 1 Mode-2 Mode-3 Mode-4 Mode-5

Fig. 2.6. Upper story collapse modes ofa six story frame
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Fig. 2.7. Failure probabilityofupper story collapse modes
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The failure probabilities of the upper story failure modesare shownin Figure 2.7. It is

observed that the failure probabilities of the upper story failure modes steadily increase with

the increase of the number of failure stories. It is also observed that with the increase of COF

the failure probabilities decrease.

2.5.2 Investigation on Middle Story Mechanisms

Based on the prlnCiple of virtual work, the performance function for the middle collapse

modes can be established as:

nc-I m 4 2m12 nc n-nb

GM(X) =

2,E吉Mbtj'吉Mcsl+吉McI-吉jhPj･nbI,=;.7chPj･nb
(2.32)

where, nb
-

number of unbroken stories at the bottom, nc
-

number of failure stories.

Followlng the same procedure as described in see 2.4.2 the approximate expression of the

second moment reliabilityindex is obtained as:

4mpb(nc'- 1 + COF) -FLph

PsM-M ,Y

nc n-nb

∑j(j+nb)+nc ∑(j
j=l j=nc +I

皇j2(j'nb)2.nc2∑(j.nb)2
n-nb

j=1 j=nc +1

(2.33)

For six story frame, there are ten middle collapse modes. These collapse modes are shownin

Fig.2.8

鼠宙宙傍題居頗
Mode11 Mode-2 Mode-3 Mode-4 Mode-5 Mode-6 Mode17 Mode_8 Mode_9 Mode_10

Fig. 2.8. Middle story collapse modes ofa six story frame
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Fig. 2.9. Failure probabilityof middle modes (nc-I)
Fig. 2.10. Failure probabilityof middle modes (nc-2)
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Fig. 2.ll. Failure probabilityofmiddle modes (nc-3) Fig. 2.12. Failure probabilityofmiddle modes (nc=4)

The failure probabilities of the middle story failure modes are shownin Figure 2.9 to Figure

2.12 for number of collapse stories equal to 1 to 4 respectively. It is observed that in all cases

the failure probability with higher nb is less thanthat with lower nb. That means the number of

unbroken stories at the bottom nb, has dominant effect on failure probabilities of the middle

story failure modes. It is also observed that with the increase of COF the failure probabilities

. decrease.

2.5.3 Investigation on Lower Story Mechanisms

Based on the prlnCiple of virtual work, the performance function for the upper collapse

modes can be established as:

nc-I m 4 2m12 nc n

GL(X)-2∑∑Mb,j +∑McsL
+ ∑Mcl-∑jhPj

- ∑nchPj
j=1 t'=l L=l I-1 j=l J=nc+I

･21･
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where, nc
-

the number of failure stories.

Followlng the same procedure as described in see 2.4.2 the approximate expression of the

second mome山reliability index is obtained as:

4m(nc -1+COF)FLb -Pph

♂sm_L丹

皇j4.nc2皇j2
∫-1 ノ=1

(2.35)

For this six story frame, there are five lower collapse modes. These collapse modes are

shown in Fig. 2.13.

∴ ∴ :･_i-
;=･
i=･i･:=･i･:-･;;･;'i･I1-llf-

Mode- 1 M()de-2 Mode-3 Mode-4 Mode-5

Fig. 2.13. Lower story collapse modes ofa six story frame
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Fig. 2.14. Failure probabilityof lower story collapse modes

The failure probabilities of the lower story failure modes are shownin Figure 2･14･ It is

observed that the failure probabilities of the lower story collapse modes do not follow any

specific pattems･ The value of COF has a slgnificant effect on the probabilistic order of the

lower story failure modes･ Each lower story mechanism has a special COF reg10n in which the

･22･



failure probability of that mode is the largest･ It is also observed that with the increa?e of COF

the failure probabilities decrease.

2.5.4 Likely Story Mechanisms

From the investigation, it is observed that,among all the failure modes of a multi-story

ductile frame structure the lower failure modesand the upper failure mode with the maximum

failure stories have the highest failure probability. It canbe clearly observed from the

followlng example of afive story frame. The failure modes of this frame are shownin Fig.

2.15.

..1十:.--千..1l-:I.:::--PI:.
,.…‥ ∴∴:三I-_I..:;∴:;I-::

UM-1 UM12 UM13 UM-4 MM-1MM12 MM-3MM-4 MM-5MM-6 LM-1 LM12 LM-3LM-4

Fig. 2.15. Story collapse modes ofa flVe StOryframe

The failure probabilities of all the modes are shownin Fig. 2.16. From this figure it is clearly

observed that the lower failure modesand the upper failure mode with the maximum failure

stories are the most likely failure modes.
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Fig. 2.16. The evaluation of likely failure modes
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Anearlier study by Zhao et al. (2007) on the story failure modes of the frame structures

based on triangular distribution of load along the height of the frame also showed that all the

lower story collapse modesand the upper story collapse modes with maximum failure stories

are the most likely failure modes. Therefore, these most likely failure modesare considered in

the target COP evaluation.

2.6 Load Distribution of UBC194 and Determination of Load Level

2.6.1 A Brief Description of the Load Distribution of UBC-94

In this section, the load distrib山ion or the Unifbm Building Code (UBC-94) is taken into

account.

The meanvalues of the load of the upper floors I(Ty･are Obtained from meanvalue of load

acting on the first floor of structure pp as shownin Eq･ 2･3･ In this Eq･ Cj is the lateral load

coefficient forjth story obtained from the distribution of load.

The staticequivalent base shearis deflned in the UniformBuilding Code (UBC-1 994),as:

v

-%w
(2･36)

where W is the total dead load, Z is the seismic zone coefrlCient, I is the importance factor, R is

the response modification coefrlCient,and C is numerical coefficient given by the relation:

c

-欝≦2･75
(2･37)

where S is the site soil coemcient and T is the fundamental time period calculated as:

T - C,(hn)3/4 (2.38)

where hn is the height (氏)and Ct is equal to 0.035 for steel moment resisting frame. The base

shear will be distributed along the beigbt according to the relation:

Fx-
(V - F,)wxhx

;w･･hE･

(2.39)

where Ft is the concentrated force acting at the top (roof)of the structure in addition to the Fx

force at that level･ For Tgreater than0･7 second; F, = 0･07TV ≦ 0･25V , otherwise itis equal to

Zero.
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It should be noted here that, the seismic code or some countries such as, Bangladesh

National Building Code (BNBC), Taiwanese Building Code (TBC) etc. have followed the

similar distribution of base shear that is described by UBC.

2.6.2 I)etermination of Load Level

It is already mentioned that in this study, the investigation of the column overdesign factor

(COF) was conducted under a speciflC reliability level, which means that for a given reliability

index of the entire beam-hinglng failure mode, the load levels are adjustedto ensure that the

firstorder reliabilityindex becomes equal to the target reliabilityindex PT for丘ame structures

designed with various COFs.

The relation of meanvalue of load acting on the rlrStfl00r Of structure, F!pand COF is shown

in Fig. 2.17. From this Fig. also it is observed that the meanvalue of the load is generally a

linearfunction of COF. A similarobservation is also observed in case of Ai distribution of

Japanas described in see 2.4.2and in earlier studies by Zhao et al. (2002)and Puand Zhao

(2007) for triangularload.
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Fig. 2.17 Load-COF curve (UBC-94)

2.7 Probabilistic Investigation on Story Collapse Modes Considering tJBC-94

The story failure modes are classified into three patterns: upper story failure pattem, middle

story failure pattemand lower story failure pattern, each of which depends on the location of

the failure stories, as shownin Fig. 2.5.

2.7.I Investigation on tJpper Story Mechanisms

The performance function for the upper collapse modes based on the pnnciple of virtual
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work is similar to Eq. (2.30).The叩prOXimate expression of the second moment reliability

index is also similar to Eq. (2.31).It should be noted that the mean value oftbe load which is

determined applying FORM considering the load distribution of UBC-94 is different from that

ofAi distribution.

Let us now consider a six story two bay &ame having equal bay width of 8mand equal story

height of 4m. For this six story frame, there are five upper collapse modes. These collapse

modes are same as shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Fig. 2.18. Failure probabilityofupper story collapse modes (UBC194)

The failure probabilities of the upper story failure modes are shownin Figure 2.18. It is

observed that the failure probabilities of the upper story failure modes steadily increase with

the increase of the number of failure stories. It is also observed that with the increase of COF

the failure probabilities decrease. The similar observationsare found in case of Ai distribution

also.

2.7.2 Investigation on Middle Story Mechanisms

The performance function for the middle collapse modes, based on the principle of virtual

work is similarto Eq. (2.32).The appro立imate expression of the second moment reliability

index is also similar to Eq. (2.33).However, the mean value of the load which is deteⅢnined

applying FORM considering the load distribution of UBC-94 is different from that of Ai

distribution.

For six story frame, there are ten middle collapse modes. These collapse modes are same as

shown in Fig. 2.8.

The failure probabilities of the middle story failure modes are shownin Fig. 2.19 to Fig.
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2･22 for number of collapse stories equal to 1 to 4 respectively.

It is observed that in all cases the failure probability with higher nb is less thanthat with

lower nb. That means the number of unbroken stories at the bottom nb, has dominant effect on

failure probabilities of the middle story failure modes. It is also observed that with the increase

of COF the failure probabilities decrease. The similarobservations are found in case of Ai

distribution also.
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Fig･ 2･19･ PfOfmiddle modes with nc -1 (UBC194) Fig･ 2･20･ PfOfmiddle modes with nc -2 (UBC-94)
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2･7･3 Investigation on Lower Story Mechanisms

The performance function for the lower collapse modes, based on the pnnciple of virtual

work is similar to Eq. (2.34).The approximate expression of the second moment reliability

index is also similar to Eq. (2.35).However, the mean value of the load which is detemined

applying FORM considering the load distribution of UBC194 is different from that of Ai

distdbution.
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For this six story frame, there are flVe lower collapse modes. These collapse modes are same

as shown in Fig. 2.13.

The failure probabilities of the lower story failure modes of the frame considered are shown

inFig.2.23.
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Fig. 2.23. Failure probabilityof lower story collapse modes (UBC-94)

It is observed that the failure probabilities of the lower story collapse modes do not follow

any speciflC Pattem. The value of COF has a slgniflCant effect on the probabilistic order of the

lower story failure modes. Each lower story mechanism has a special COF reg10n in which the

failure probability of that mode is the largest. It is also observed that with the increase of COF

the failure probabilities decrease. The similarobservations are found in case of Ai distribution

also.

2.7.4Likely Story Mechanisms

From the investigation, it is observed that, in case of the load distribution of UBC
194 also,

the lower failure modesand the upper failure mode with the maximum failure stories have the

highest failure
probabilityamong all the failure modes of a multi-story ductile frame structure.
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Fig. 2.24. The evaluation of likely failure mode (UBC-94)

It canbe clearly observed from the followlng example of a five story frame. The failure

modes ofthis丘ame are same as shown in Fig. 2.15.

The failure probabilities of all the modesare shownin Fig. 2.24. From this figure itis clearly

observed that the lower failure modesand the upper failure mode with the maximum failure

storiesare the most likely failure modes.

2.8 Load Distribution of IBC-2006 and Determination of Load Level

2.8.1 A Brief Description of the Load Distribution of IBC-2006

In this section, the load distribution of the Intemational Building Code (IBC-2006) is taken

into account.

The meanvalues of the load of the upper floors I(w are Obtainedfrom meanvalue of load

acting on the first floor of structure pp as shownin Eq･ 2･3･ In this Eq･ Cj is the lateral load

coefrlCient forjth story obtained from the distribution of load.

The seismic base shear speci丘ed by ASCE 7-05 and adopted by the lntemational Building

Code (IBC-2006) is detemined according to the fわllowing equation:

V -CsW (2.40)

where W is the effective seismic weightand Cs is the seismic response coefrlCient defined as:
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SDS
cs

=盲万 (2.41)

where R is the response modification factor, I is the important factor and SDS is the design

spectral response acceleration in the short period range.

The seismic response coefrlCient need not exceed the followlng:

(I.～=

Cs=

SDI

T(R/I)

SDI TL

T2(R/I)

for T
≦TL

for T >TL

(?.42)

(2.43)

The value of Cs shall not be less than 0.01. TL is the long period transition period(s),SDI
in

the above formula is the design spectral response acceleration at a period of 1 s. SDSand SDlare

de丘ned as fわllows:

(2.44)

(2.45)

where Faand Fv are the site coefrlCients. Ss is the mapped maximum considered earthquake

spectral response acceleration at short period and Sl is the mapped maximumconsidered

ea血quake spectral response acceleration at a period of 1 s.

T is the approximate fundamental period calculated as:

T - CEhnx (2.46)

where hn is the height above base (ft)and Ct is equal to 0.028and x is equal to 0.8 for steel

moment resisting丘ame.

The lateral seismic force (Fx)atany level shall be determined from following two equations

aS:

Fx
-Cv,V

Cv, -
w,h,k

;w･･hik

･30･
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where Cvx is the vertical distribtltion factor, V isthe total shear at the base of the structure, wi

and wx are the portion of the total effective load located or asslgned to level i or x, hiand hxare

the height from the base to level i or xand k isanexponent related to structure period. For

structures having a period of 0.5 seconds or less, k -land for structures having a period of2.5

seconds or more, k -2. For structures having a period between 0.5and 2.5,k shall be

determined by linear interpolation.

2.8.2 I)etermination of Load Level

The relation of meanvalue of load acting on thefirstfloor of structure, ppand COF is shown

in Fig. 2.25. From this Fig. also it is obseⅣed that the mean value oftbe load is generally a

linear function of COF. A similar observation is also observed in case of Ai distribution of

Japan as descdbed in sec 2.4.2, in case of the load distribution or UBC-94 as described in see

2.6.2and in earlier studies by Zhao et al.(2002)and Puand Zhao (2007) for triangular load.

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

COF

Fig. 2.25 Load-COF curve (IBC-2006)

2.9 Probabilistic Investigation on Story Collapse Modes Considering IBC-2006

The story failure modes are classified into three patterns: upper story failure pattem, middle

story failure pattemand lower story failure pattern, each of which depends on the location of

the failure stories,as shownin Fig. 2.5.

2.9.1 Investigation on Upper Story Mechanisms

The performance function for the upper cわllapse modes based on the pnnciple of virtual

work is similar to Eq. (2.30).The approximate expression of the second mome山reliability

index is also similar to Eq. (2.31).It should be noted that the mean value oftbe load which is
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determined applying FORM considering the load distribution of IBC-2006 is different from

that of-Ai distribution.

Let us now consider a six story two bay丘ame having equal bay width of 8m and equal story

height of 4m. For this six story frame, thereare five upper collapse modes. These collapse

modes are same as shown in Fig. 2.6.

The failure probabilities of the upper story failure modes are shownin Fig. 2.26. It is

observed that the failure probabilities of the upper story failure
modes steadily increase with

the increase of the number of failure stories. It is also observed that with the increase of COF

the failure probabilities decrease. The similarobservationsare found in case of Ai distribution

and in case oftbe load distribution ofUBC-94 also.

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

COF

Fig. 2.26. Failure probabilityofupper story collapse modes (IBC-2006)

2.9.2 Investigation on Middle Story Mechanisms

The performance function for the middle collapse modes, based on the prlnCiple of virtual

work is similar to Eq. (2.32).The叩prOXimate expression of the second moment reliability

index is also similar to Eq. (2.33).However, the mean value of the load which is deteⅡnined

applying FORM considering the load distribution of IBC-2006 is different from that of Ai

distribution.

For six story frame, there are ten middle collapse modes. These collapse modes are same as

shown in Fig. 2.8.

The failure probabilities of the middle story failure modes are shownin Fig. 2.27 to Fig.

2･30 for number of collapse stories equal to 1 to 4 respectively.
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Fig･ 2･29･ PfOfmiddle modes with nc =3 (IBC12006) Fig･ 2･30･ PfOfmiddle modes with nc =4 (IBC-2006)

It is observed that in all cases the failure probability with higher nb is less thanthat with

lower nb. That means the number of unbroken stories at the bottom nb, has dominant effect on

failure probabilities of the middle story failure modes. It is also observed that with the increase

of COF the failure probabilities decrease. The similar observations are found in case of Ai

distdbution and in case of the load distribution of UBC-94 also.

2.9.3 Investigation on Lower Story Mechanisms

The performance function for the lower collapse modes, based on the pnnciple of virtual

work is similar to Eq. (2.34).The叩prOXimate expression of the second moment reliability

index is also similarto Eq. (2.35).However, the meanvalue of the load which is determined

applying FORM considering the load distribution of UBC-94 is different from that of Ai

distribution.

For this six story frame, there are flVe lower collapse modes. These collapse modesare same

as shown in Fig. 2.13.
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The failure probabilities of the lower story failure modes of the frame considered are shown

inFig.2.31.

It is observed that the failure probabilities of the lower story collapse modes do not follow

any speciflC Pattern. The value of COF has a slgnificant effect on the probabilistic order of the

lower story failure modes. Each lower story mechanism has a special COF reg10n in which the

failure probability of that mode is the largest. It is also observed that with the increase of COF

the failure probabilities decrease. The similarobservations are found in case of Ai distribution

and in case of the load distribution ofUBC-94 also.
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Fig. 2.31. Failure probabilityof lower story collapse modes (IBC-2006)

2.9.4 Likely Story Mechanisms

From the investigation, it is obseⅣed that, in case of the load distribution or IBC
-2006 also,

the lower failure modesand the upper failure mode with the maximum failure stories have the

highest failure probabilityamong all the failure modes of a multi-story ductile frame structure.

It can be clearly observed from the followlng example of a five story frame. The failure

modes ofthis丘ame are same as shown in Fig. 2.15.

The failure probabilities of all the modes are shownin Fig. 2.32. From this Fig. it is clearly

observed that the lower failure modesand the upper failure mode with the maximum failure

storiesare the most likely failure modes.
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Fig. 2.32. The evaluation of likely failure mode (IBC-2006)

2.10 Conclusions

In this chapter the failure modes of multi-story ductile frame structures grouplng into three

categories; upper collapse, middle collapseand lower collapseare investigated probabilistically

considering the Ai distdbution or load and the distribution of UBC-94 and IBC-2006 along the

height oftheframe. From the investigation itis observed that

1. Under any speci丘c reliability level, the mean value of the load is generally a linear

function of COF. A similar observation is found in case of Ai distribution of loadand the

distribution of UBC-94 and IBC-2006.

2. The failure probabilities of the middle storyand upper story collapse modes follow some

speciflC Pattem but the failure probabilities of the lower story collapse modes do not

followany specific pattem. It is observed that in all cases of middle story collapse modes

the failure probability with higher nb (number of unbroken story at the bottom of the

frame) is less thanthatwith lower nb. In case of upper story collapse modes, itis observed

that the failure probability steadily increase with the increase of the number of failure

stories. The value of COF has a slgnificant effect on the probabilistic order of the lower

story failure modes. Each lower story mechanism has a special COF region in which the

failure probability of that mode isthe largest. A similar observation is found in case of Ai

distribution of load and the distribution of UBC-94 and IBC-~2006.
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3. With the increase of the COF the failure probabilities of all modes decrease. A similar

observation is found in case of Ai distribution of loadand the distribution of UBC194and

IBC-2006.

4.Among all the failure modes of a multi-story ductile &ame structure the lower failure

modesand the upper failure mode with the maximum failure stories have the highest

failure probability, I.e., these modes are the most likely failure modes of a multi-story

ductile frame structure. A similarobservation is found in case of Ai distribution of load

and the distribution of UBC194and IBC-2006. That means, most likely failure modesare

independent of the type of the distribution applied in the evaluation.
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Chapter 3

ESTIMATION OF TARGET COLUMN OVERDESIGN FACTORS

AVOIDING STORY MECHANISM

3.1 Introduction

The column overdesign factor (COF) requirement that probabilistically ensures the

preferable entire beamhinglng failure mode during earthquakeand probabilistically avoids the

undesirable story collapse modes of the frame structure has been evaluated in this chapter.

Although there are many code provisions regarding the values of COP, but in reality we

observe that many structures collapseunexpectedly according to someundesirable failure

modes, because of the uncertainties associated with the member strengthand the earthquake

loads. Therefわre, in the prese山researcb the probabilistic叩prOaCh has been adopted.

Considering theuncertainties of earthquake loadand strengths of structural members, the

probabilistic pr10rity of the preferable beamhinglng mode has been evaluated.

Target values of COF that ensure probabilistically the preferable entire beamhinglng failure

mode of frames have been evaluated by Ono et al. (2000)and Zhao et al. (2002).Using this

probabilistic evaluation method Yoshihara et al. (2004) showed that the probabilistic evaluation

of COF is not affected by the vertical loads oftheframe and Puand Zhao (2007) showed that

the probabilistic evaluation of COF is not affected by the number of bays of the frame.

However, all the investigations were conducted based on triangular distribution or load along

the beigbt or the丘ame. The triangular distribution is simple and convenient f♭ranalytical

investigation, but nowadays this distribution is not commonly used. In Japanthe Ai distribution

of load is used, but the probabilistic evaluation of COF based on this distributionand the effect

of many parameters on target COF have not been investigated sufficiently so far. In the present

cb叩ter the target COP requlrement has been investigated based on Ai distdbution or the

Building Standard Law of Japan. The effects of some glVen Parameters On target COF also

have been investigated. The parameters considered are number of story, reliability index,

b母ight iⅢ･egularityand mass irregularity etc. The target COP requlrementS based on the base

shear distribution of UBC11994and IBC-2006 have also been investigated in the present

cbapter｣
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3.2 Target COP Evaluation

3.2.1 Evaluation lndex

To probabilistically avoid the story mechanisms, the probabilities of the story mechanisms

should be controlled at least lower thanthat of the entire beamhinglng failure mode. In the

target COF evaluation, followlng evaluation index is used:

y-Pf2/Pfl (3.1)

where Pjl = the occurrence probability of the beamhinglng failure modeand Pj2 - the

occuⅢ℃nce probability of the story mechanisms.

In the target COF evaluation, the reliabilityindex of the entire beam hinging mode PT Should

be given first to indicate the safety requlrement Of the structure･ Pjl is the probability

corresponding to the reliabilityindex, namely

Pf. - ◎(-PT) (3.2)

Tbe method used in this research is to assume a reliabilityindex such as βr-2 or βr-3fわr

the entire beam hinging failure mode firstto
specifythesafety

level of the structureand then to

compute the meanvalue of the earthquake load using first order reliabilitymethod (FORM) to

ensure that the flrSt Order reliability index beco甲eS equal to the target reliability index PT for

丘ane stmctures designed with vadous cops. The obtained load is then applied to compute the

probabilities of the undesirable story mechanisms.

The probabilities of the preferable collapse mode and the undesirable collapse mode are

calculated under the same load conditions; otherwise the evaluation index y lS meanlngless.

After obtaining the aforementioned evaluation index, to ensure probabilistically that the

designed structure collapses according to the designed preferable failure mode, the relative

occurrence rate of the most likely story mechanism y should be controlled lower thana specific

allowable level yo as follows:

y-Pf2/Pfl ≦Yo ≦1 (3.3)

By conducting the failure mode analysisand the reliability analysis uslng a different COF

for a frame structure, a y-COF curve can be obtainedand the target value of the COF for which

Eq. 3.3 is satisfied can be determined. The larger the value ofCOF, the smaller the value of the

relative occurrence rate of the undesirable failure modes.

When yo= 1, the undesirable failure modeand the preferable entire beam-hinglng mode have

the same likelihood of occurrence, l･e･, both probabilities are equal･ A COF value lower than
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the value corresponding toyo- 1 enhances the story collapse, i.e., the probability of the story

collapse is higher thanthat of the entire beam-hinglng mode, therefore this value is not allowed.

The threshold value of COF when yo- 1 is defined here as the target or basic COF.When the

COF of the frame is higher thanthe target COF, the occurrence probabilityof theundesirable

story collapse failure modes considered, i.e.,most likely failure modes is less thanthat of the

expected entire beamhinglng failure mode.

The PrCOFand γ-COF curves ofa six story丘ame are presented in Fig･ 3･1and Fig･ 3･2

respectively.
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Fig･ 3･1･キーCOFcurve ofa six story frame (み-2)
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Fig. 3.2. γ-COF curves ofa six storyframeぴT-2)

3.2.2 Evaluation of Target COF for Multi-story Frames

ln this section the target values of COP f♭rthree story to seven story丘ame under reliability

levels 2, 3,and 4 (βT-2,βT-3and βT-4) have been evaluated based on aforementioned

evaluation index.

Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.4,and Fig. 3.5 show the γ-COF for three story to seven story frame under
●

reliability levels 2, 3,and 4ぴT-2, βT-3andβT-4) respectively. From these Figs. itis observed

that target COP increases with the number or story and decreases with the increase or

reliabilitylevels.
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Fig. 3.5. γ-COF curves for three to seven story frame (βT-4)
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3.2.3 Basic and Optimum COF hr Multi-story Frame

If we observe the r-COF curve we will easily notice a remarkable point at which y-COF

curve changes abruptly. The COF value corresponding to this point is deflned here as optimum

COP. The optimum COP has been clearly shown in the Fig. 3.6.

It is clearfrom the Fig. 3.6 that in the COF range le氏to this point, the evaluation index

decreases rapidly with the increase of COP; in the COP range right to this poi山the evaluation

index decreases very slowly with the increase of the COF. This is because the shape of the

evaluation curve is determined by the maximum failure probabilities of theundesirable story

collapse modes. The le氏portion of the curve is controlled by the lower story failure modesand

the right portion of the curve is controlled by the upper story failure mode with highest failure

story. It is obvious that increaslng the COF in the leftreg10n Of the controlling point is very

effective in controlling theundesirable story collapse modesand to ensure probabilistically the

desirable beamhinglng failure mode. The COF range between the basic COFand optimum

COF canbe used for design purpose.
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Fig. 3.6. Basicand Optimum COF

The basicand optimumCOF for three to seven story building frames based on Ai

distribution of loadunder reliability levels 2, 3and 4 a?T-2, βT-3,and βT-4) have been

presented in Table 1.
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Table 3.1 Basic and optimum COF for multi-story &ames

3 story 4 story 5 story 6 story 7 story

Basic. 1.22 1.31 1.45 1.58 1.70

Optimum. l.61 1.71 l.80 1.90 2.1

Basic. 1.11 1.17 1.23 1.31 1.38

Optimum. l.30 1.3 1 1.40 1.50 l.60

Basic. 1.07 1.09 1.13 1.16 1.19

Optimum. 1.11 1.19 1.20 1.30 1.31

In this research, the main interest is the evaluation of target COF. Therefore all the followlng

study and discussion are related to only target COP.

3.2.4 Target COFwith Number of Story and Reliability Indices

Fig. 3.7 shows the change of target COF with number of storyunder reliabilitylevels 2, 3,

and 4 (βT-2,βT-3,and βT-4).It is observed that under the same reliability level, the target

COP requlrement increases with the increase of the number of stories. The rate of change or

target COP with number of story lS almost linear.
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Fig. 3.7. Target COF with number of story

Fig. 3.8 shows the change of target COF with reliabilitylevels a?T-2,βT-3,and βT-4)for

three to seven story frames. It is observed that forany frame, the target COF requlrement

decreases with the increase of the reliability level. The rate of change of target COF with

reliabilityindices is also almost
linear.
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Fig. 3.8. Target COF with reliabilityindices

Target COF with some other parameters such as COV of material strengthand loadare also

investigated. It is observed that the COV of material strength merely affects the failure

probability of the structureand the target COF requlrement While that of load has some effect.

3.2.5 Empirical Formula Jbr Target COF

The trialand error method is applied to formequation that reasonably estimates the COF

values obtained from FORManalysis. A洗er trialand error the followlng Eq. 3.4 has been

obtained for the evaluation of the least COF for regular frames in terms of number of storyand

reliabilityindex. This canapproximately estimate the least COF for multi-story frames.

COF - (a+b)n (3.4)

The factor a is equal to O･17, 0･105and O･04 for βT-2,βT-3,and βT-1respectively･ These

values canalso be estimated by the following Eq. 3.5 in terms of reliability index, PT aS

fわllows:

α±3/10-6.5/100*βr (3.5)

The factor b can be estimated by the followlng Eq. 3.6. The factor c used in this equation is

equal to 1.29, 1.17and 0.98 for PT-2, PT-3,and PT-4 respectively, which can also be

estimated by the fわllowing Eq. 3.7 in teⅡns ofreliability index, βras fわllows:

b
-1/PT7･5●10~2

*1/nc

c-1.32+5.5/100*PT -3.5/100*PT2
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The target values of COP f♭rthree to seven story丘ames have been comp山ed uslng the

aforementioned equationsand compared with that obtained from FORM. From Table 3.2 we

can see that the values obtained丘om FORM and tbat丘om the proposed equation are very

close.
Table 3.2 Target COF for multi-story &ames applying FORMand equation

3 story 4 story 5 story 6 story 7 story

FORM 1.22 1.3 1 1.45 1.58 1.70

Equation 1.20 1.32 1.45
.I.58

1.73

FORM 1.11 1.17 1.23 1.31 l.38

Equation 1.08 1.15 1.23 1.3 1 1.40

FORM 1.07 1.09 1.13 l.16 1.19

Equation 1.04 1.09 1.13 1.17 1.22

3.3 Effect of Height Irregularity on Target COP

Irregular buildings constitute a large portion of the modem infrastructure. The group of

people involved in constructing the building facilities,including owner,architect, structural

englneer, COntraCtOr and local authorities contribute to the overall plannlng, Selection of the

stmctural system and to its con丘guration. This may lead to the building structure with iⅢ･egular

configuration. Irregular conflgurations either in planor in elevation were oRen regarded as one

of the main causes of failure during past earthquakes (Athanassiadou 2007). Therefore,

irregularity in any formin the building structures has been a major COnCernin the earthquake

englneerlng society over the last several decades.

It is obseⅣed in the usual constmction practices that the story height of tbe丘rst story (丘rst

level)is higher than that of the remaining upper stories. This most common fbⅡn of irregularity

due to story height variation is mentioned hereinafter as height irregularity.

Three basic frames are utilized in this analytical investigation: four story, five story and six

story two bay丘ames. For each丘ame bay width is selected 8m. Each丘ame is analyzed f♭r

reliabilitylevels 2and 3 u7T-2 andβT-3).
The failure probability and COF requlrement Of the frames with higher floor height in the

血st story has been evaluated probabilistically in this section. For regular case, all the story

height is considered to be 4m (hl
-

h),where hl is the story height of the firststoryand h is

the story height of the remalnlng each story. Five other cases are considered. These are hl

-1･1h, hl -1･2h, hl -1･3h, hl -1･4hand hl-1･5h･ So in all the cases, the typical floor height is

same but the height ortbe血st story lS Changlng丘om 4m to 6m at an increment ofO･4m･

The performance function for the three story failure patterns can be established as follows:
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where GL
,GMand

Gu are the performance functions of the lower story failure pattem, the

middle story failure pattemand the upper story failure pattem respectively. Mbni is the moment

strength of the beamof the top story, Mb,j is the moment strength of the beamof the ith span

andjth
;tory,Mcl is the moment strength ofaninterior column, Mcsl is the moment strength of

anexterior column, Pj is the load acting on thejth story of the structure, n is the number of

stories,nc is the number of failure stories, nb is the number of unbroken stories at the bottom of

the structure, m is the number of spansand hiis the story height ith level of the structure.

Failure probabilities of theframesand the target COF requlrementS have been computed

uslng FORM under ･different reliability level and different configuration of frames. It is

observed that the failure probabilityof the frame changes with the change of the hl/h ratio. A

case of lower story collapse mode (LM 2) of a six storyframeunder reliabilitylevel 2 (βT-2)

is shownin Fig. 3.9 which shows that failure probability increases with the increase of the hl/h

ratio.

1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5

COF

Fig. 3.9. Failure probabilitywith height irregularity

It is also obseⅣed that the target COP requlrement avoiding story mecb弧ism is minimum in
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case ofregularframe having hl - h. When hl -1.5h the COF requlrement is maximum. As the

hl/h increases from 1.0 to 1.5 at a step of 0.1 the target COF requlrement also increases

gradually. That means the higher the height iⅢ･egularity, the higher the target COP requlreme山

and as the frame comes closer to regular frame the target COF requlrement is also decreases

gradually.

Fig.3.10 shows the γ-COF curve for six story frame under reliability level 2u?T-2) with

heig出血egularity.
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Fig. 3.10. γ-COF curves with height irregularity(βT-2)

Table 3.3 shows the target COF for four story to six story frame with reliabilitylevels 2and

3 (βT-2and βT-3)under different height irregularity of the frames.

Table 3.3 Target COF requirement with heightirregularity

C onfiguration
PT -2 PT -3

Fourstory Five story Sixstory Fourstory Five story Sixstory

hl -1.Oh 1.31 1.45 1.58 1.17 l.23 l.3l

hl -I.1h 1.38 l.51 1.63 l.23 1.30 1.37

hl -I.2h 1.44 1.57 l.69 l.30 1.36 1.42

hl -1.3h I.50 1.62 1.74 1.38 1.42 l.49

hI -1.4h I.57 1.68 1.80 1.46 l.50 1.56

hl -I.5h 1.63 l.74 1.87 l.55 1.58 1.62

Fig. 3.1 1 shows the rate of change of target COP with height irregularity fわrfわurto six story

丘ames･ It is obseⅣed that the increase of the COP with the increase oftbe height irregularity is

almost linear.
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Fig. 3.ll. Target COF with heightirregularity

3.4 Effect of Mass Irregularity on Target COP

A building structurefulfills different functions at various levels over their height, e.g.,

buildings with floors used for commercial purposes, car parking floors or heavy mechanical

equlPment. The different use of a speciflCfl00r compared to the adjacentones result in mass

irregul∬ity.

Current seismic codes specifyrules for characterizing a structure as irregularin elevation

due to mass discontinuities. According to UBC (1997) mass irreg山∬ity is considered to exist

where the mass of any story lS more than150% of the mass ofanadjacent story.
●

The mass irregularity is described here by the mass ratio,m, which is the ratio of the heavier

mass (wl) applied toanarbitrarily selected floor over the mass of the adjacent
floor (w)･ The

floor for heavier mass is selected in the middle reglOn Ofthe frames.

The mass ratio is in'crementally changed to observe itseffect on failure probabilityand target

COF requlrement Of the frames. The frames are considered with mass ratio, m, equal to l･0,

1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 i.e.,both above and below the value me山ioned in the design code

(1.5)have been considered.

Three basic frames are utilized in thisanalytical investigation: four story,five storyand six

story two bay丘ames. For each丘ame bay width
is selected 8m. Each丘ame is analyzed f♭r

reliabilitylevels 2and 3ぴT-2and βT-3).The selectedfloor for heavier mass is shownin Fig･

3.12.
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I+_!T:
Fig. 3.12. Frame with selected floor for heavier mass

Failure probabilities of the framesand the target COF requlrementS have been computed

uslng FORM under different reliability level and different mass ratio. It is observed that the

failure probability of the frame changes with the change of the mass ratio. A case of lower

story collapse mode (LM 2) ofa six story frame under reliabilitylevel 2 a?T-2) is shownin Fig.

3. 13 which shows that failure probability increases
with the increase of the mass ratio.

QJ,
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Fig. 3.13. Failure probabilitywith mass irregularity

It is obseⅣed that the target COP requlrement avoiding story mechanism is minimum in

case of regular frame having m, -1.0and when m, -2.0 the COF requlrement is maximum. As

the m, increases from 1.0 to 2.0 at a step of 0.2 the target COF requlrement also increases

gradually. That means the higher the m, the higher the target COF requlrementand as the frame

comes closer to regular frame with m, -1.0 the target COF requlrement is also gradually

decreaslng.

Fig.3. 14 shows the γ-COP cuⅣe f♭rsix story丘ame under reliabilitylevel 2(βr-2)with mass

irregularity.
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Fig. 3.14. r-CpF curves with mass irregularityぴT-2)

Table 3.4 shows the target COF for fourstory to six story &ame with reliability levels 2and

3 u7T-2and βT-3)under different mass irregularity oftheframes.

Table 3.4 Target COF requirement with mass irregularity

Mass ratio
βr-2 βr-3

Fourstory Fivestory Sixstory Fourstory Fivestory Sixstory

I.0 I.31 1.45 1.58 1.17 l.23 1.31

l.2 1.34 l.49 1.60 1.18 1.26 l.32

1.4 1.37 1.53 l.63 l.19 1.28 1.33

1.6 1.40 1.57 l.66 1.20 l.29 1.35

1.8 1.44 1.62 1.69 l.23 l.31 1.37

2.0 1.49 l.67 1.72 1.24 1.33 l.38

Fig. 3.15 shows the nature of the change of target COF with mass ratio for four to six story

丘anes. It is obseⅣed that target COP requlrement increases almost linearly with the increase

of the mass ratio.
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Fig. 3.15. Target COF with mass irregularity

3.5 Effect of Combined Height and Mass Irregularity on Target COF

In this section the frames with given mass ratio (m,-1.6) is selected first.Then the height of

the flrSt level is changed from 4m to 6m at an increment of 0.4m.That means the cases

considered are hl -1.Oh, hl -1.1h, hl -1.2h, hl -1.3h, hl -1.4handhl-1.5h.

Three basic frames are utilized in thisanalytical investigation: four story, five story and six

story two bay frames. For each frame bay width is selected 8m. Each frame isanalyzed for

reliabilitylevels 2and 3 (βT-2andβT-3).

Failure probabilities of the丘ames and the target COP requlrementS have been computed

uslng FORM under different reliability level and different configuration of frames. It is

observed that the failure probability of the frame changes with the change of the hl/h ratio.

These failure probabilities are higher than the failure probability of the frames considered with

only height irregularity or only mass irregularity. A case of lower story collapse mode (LM 2)

of a six story frameunder reliability level 2 u?T-2) is shownin Fig. 3.16 which shows that

failure probability increases with increaslng height irregularity of the mass irregular frame.

Comparlng With Fig. 3.9and Fig. 3.13 itis observed that failure probabilities of the frame with

combined height and mass irregularity are higher thanthe failure probabilities of the frames

considered with only height iⅢ･egularityor only mass irregularity.

It is also observed that as the hl/h increases from 1.0 to 1.5 the target COF requirement also

increases gradually. These COF valuesare higher than the COF required for the frames

considered with only heightirregularity or only mass irregularity. That means combined effect

of mass and height irregularity is the most critical and COP requlrement is higher than that
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with only height irregularity or only mass irreguladty.

1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5
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Fig. 3.16. Failure probabilitywith heightand mass irregularity

Fig. 3.17 shows the γ-COF curve for six story frameunder reliability level 2 (βT-2)with

heightand mass irregularity (m,- 1.6).

Table 3.5 shows the target COF requirement for four to six story frames with reliability

levels 2and 3 (βT-2andβT-3)with heightand mass irregularity (m,-1.6).

Fig. 3.18 shows the nature of the change of target COFwith heightand mass irregularity for

four to six story frames. It is observed that target COF requlrement Of the &ames increases

almost linearly.
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Fig. 3.17. γ-COF curves with height and mass irregularityぴT-2)
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Table 3.5 Target COF requirement with height and mass irregularity(m,-1.6)

C on丘gurat ion
PT -2 PT -3

Fourstory Five story Sixstory Fourstory Five story Sixstory

hl -1.Oh 1.40 l.57 1.66 1.20 1.29 l.35

hl -I.1h 1.48 l.63 1.70 1.28 1.35 1.41

hl -1.2h 1.54 1.69 1.77 l.34 1.40 1.48

hl -1.3h 1.61 1.73 1.84 1.40 l.47 1.54

hl -1.4h 1.68 l.79 1.91 1.48 1.53 l.60

hl -I.5h 1.73 l.84 1.97 1.57 1.59 l.67

1.8

I.6

1.4

1.2

1

1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

hl/h

Fig. 3.18. Target COF with heightand mass irregularity

3.6 Evaluation of Target COF for Multi-story Frames Considering UBC-1994

In this section the target values of COP fわrthree story to seven story丘ame under reliability

levels 2, 3, and 4 u7T-2, βT-3,and βT-4) have been evaluated based on aforementioned

evaluation index of section 3.2. 1 considering the base shear distrib山ion of Unifbm Building

Code (UBC-94).
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Fig. 3.19. γ-COF curves for three to seven storyframeぴT-2)
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Fig. 3.20. γ-COF curves for three to seven storyframeぴT-3)
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Fig. 3.21. γ-COF curves for three to seven story丘ame (み-4)

Fig. 3.19, Fig. 3.20, and Fig. 3.21 show the γ-COF for three story to seven story丘ames

considering base sheardistribution ,of
UBC-94 under reliabilitylevels 2, 3,and 4 u7T-2,βT-3

and PT-4) respectively. From these Figs. it is observed that target COF increaseswith the
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number of story and decreases with the increase of the reliabilitylevels.

The target COP f♭rthree to seven story building丘ames under reliability levels 2, 3 and 4

a?T-2,βT-3,and βT-4)have been presented in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6 Target COF for multi-story frames considering UBC-94

Reliabilityleve1 3 story 4story 5story 6story 7story

βr-2 1.23 1.36 1.48 1.63 1.76

βr-3 1.11 1.19 1.24 1.33 1.41

βr-4 1.07 1.09 1.13 -1.17 1.20

Fig. 3.22 shows the change of target COP with number of story under reliability levels 2, 3,

and 4 (βr-2,βr-3,and βr-4).

It is obseⅣed that under the same reliability level, the target COP requlrement increases with

the increase
of the number of stories. It is also obseⅣed that under the same reliability level,

the rate of change of target COF requlrement With the number of stories is almost linear. A

similarobservation is also observed in case of Ai distribution of Japanas described in see.

3.2.4.
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Fig. 3.22. Target COP with number of story

Fig･ 3･23 shows the change of target COF with reliability levels u7T-2,βT-3,and βT-4)for

three to seven story丘ames.

It is obseⅣed that f♭r
any丘ame, the target COP requlrement decreases with the increase of

the reliabilitylevel･ It is also obseⅣed that the rate of change ortarget COP with the reliability

levels is almost linear. A similar observation is also observed in case ofAi distribution of Japan

as described in see. 3.2.4.
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Fig. 3.23. Target COF with reliabilityindices

3.7 Evaluatiわn of Target COF for Multi-story Frames Considering IBC12006

In this section the target values of COF for three story to six story frameunder reliability

levels 2, 3, and 4 a?T-2, βT-3,and βT-4) have been evaluated based on aforementioned

evaluation index or section 3.2.1 considedng the base shear distribution of I山emational

Building Code (IBC-2006).

Fig. 3.24, Fig. 3.25,and Fig. 3.26 show the y-COF for three story to seven story frames

considering the base shear distribution of IBC-2006under reliability levels 2, 3,and 4 a?T-2,

βr-3and βr-4)respectively. From these Figs. it is obseⅣed that target COP increases with the

number of story and decreases with the increase of the reliabilitylevels.
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Fig. 3.24. γ-COF curves for three to seven storyframeぴT-2)
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Fig. 3.26. γ-COF curves for three to seven story frame ulT-4)

The target COF for three to seven story building frames under reliability levels 2, 3and 4

a?T-2,βT-3,and βT-4)have been presented in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7 Target COF for multi-story &ames considering IBC-2006

Reliabilityleve1 3 story 4story 5 story 6story 7story

PT-2 l.23 1.36 1.52 l.71 1.89

PT-3 1.11 l.19 1.27 1.37 1.48

βr-4 1.07 1.09 1.14 1.19 1.24

Fig. 3･27 shows the change of target COP with number of story under reliability levels 2, 3,

and 4 a?T-2,βT-3,andβT-4).

It is obseⅣed that under the same reliabilitylevel, the target COP requlrement increases with

the increase of the number of stories. It is also obseⅣed that under the same reliability level,
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the rate of change of target COF requlrement With the number of stories is
almost linear. A

similar observation is also observed in case of Ai distribution of Japan as described in see.

3.2.4.and in case ofUBC194 also as described in see. 3.6.
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Fig. 3.27. Target COF with number of story

Fig. 3.28 shows the change of target COF with reliabilitylevels (βT-2,βT-3,and βT-4)for

three to seven story丘ames.

It is observed that forany &ame, the target COF requlrement decreases with the increase of

the reliability level. It is also obseⅣed that under the same reliability level, the rate or change

of target COF with the reliabilitylevels is almost linear. A similar observation is also observed

in case of Ai distribution ofJapanas described in see. 3.2.4.and in case of UBC-94 also as

described in sec. 3.6.
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Fig. 3.28. Target COF with reliabilityindices
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3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, considering the uncertainties of earthquake load and strengths of structural

members, the target COF requlrement that probabilistically ensures the preferable entire beam

hinglng failure mode during earthquakeand avoid probabilistically theundesirable story

coll叩Se modes of the丘ame stmctures have been evaluated under reliabilitylevels (βr-2,βr-3,

and PT-4) considering three different load distributions. The load distributions are: the Ai

distribution of the Building Standard Law of Japan, the load distributions of the Uniform

Building Code (UBC-1994),and the Intemational Building Code (IBC-2006). The effe'ctof

height and mass irregularity on target COP has been also investigated considering the Ai

distribution of Japan. The investigation presented in this chapter canbe summarized by the

following conclusions.

(I)The target COF is the minimumvalue of COF that probabilistically ensures the preferable

entire beamhinglng failure mode during earthquakeand probabilistically avoids the

undesirable story collapse modes of the frame. The target values of COF for three to seven

story framesunder reliabilitylevels u7T-2,βT-3,andβT-4)based on Ai distribution of load

and the distribution ofUBC-94and IBC-2006 are presented in this chapter.

(2)Target COF increases with the increase in the number of storiesand decrease with the

increase in target reliabilitylevel ofthe丘ame. It is also obseⅣed that the rate of ch弧ge Of

target COF with number of storyand reliabilitylevel is almost linear. A similarobservation

is fわund in case ofAi distribution of load and the distribution ofUBC-94 and IBC-2006.

(3)Higher COF value has to be provided for &ames with higher floor height in flrStStory. The

higher the height irregularity due to story height variation in the firststory, the higher is the

target COP requlrement.

(4)The target COP requirement increases with the increase of the mass irregularity, i.e.the

higber the mass irregularity the higher the target COP requlrement.

(5)The target COF requirement further increases when both the heightand mass irregularity is

combined in the same丘ame, 1.e., COP requlrement Of this丘ame is higher than tbe丘ame

with only height irregularity or only mass irregularity.
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Chapter 4

INVESTIGATION ON TARGET COF CONSIDERING SYSTEM

RELIABILITY

4.1 Introduction

Most englneerlng System consists of many elements or component. Therefore, it is necessary

to consider multiple failure modes.When considering system reliability, it is important to

recognlZe that failure of a slngle component may or may not meanthe failure of the system･

Consequently, the reliabilityof an individual member may or may not be the representative of

the reliability of the entire system･ The calculation of the failure probability for a system is

generally diWICult even if the potential failure modes areknownor canbe identified, because

of the large number of potential failure modes for most practical structures, the difrlCulty in

obtaining the sensitivity of the performancefunctionand the mutual correlationsamong the

failure modes･ The search for efrlCient computational procedures for estimating system

reliability has resulted in several approaches such as bounding teclmiques, probabilistic

network evaluation teclmique (PNET)and direct or smart Monte Carlo simulations. In the

present research, a computationally more effective method uslng dimension reduction

integration method f♭rsystem reliabilityis adopted.

The column overdesign factor (COF) requirement that probabilistically ensures the

preferable entire beamhinglng failure mode during earthquake and probabilistically avoids the

undesirable story collapse modes of the frame structure has been evaluated in this chapter

considering system reliability based on Ai distdbution of load along the beigbt of the丘ames.

In the previous chapter, the target COF was evaluated considering only the most likely failure

modes with a slngle performance function at a time. Since most likely story mode is only one

element of the system consists of many story failure modes, avoiding the most likely mode

does not meanthat all other story failure modes are avoided. Therefore, the consideration of

system reliability is very important. The fish-bone model (Ogawa 1999) that condenses the

columnsand beams of each story into one columnand one beam, respectively, employed in

this study to
simplifythe computation. The target values of COF for three story to seven story

frameunder reliabilitylevels 2,and 3 u7T-2,and βT-3)have been evaluated in this chapter.
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4.2 System Reliability Analysis

4.2.I Perfbrmance Function for System Reliability

A structural system will invariably have multiple modes of potential failure; e･g･, El
,
E2,

･･･, Em･ In the case of a series system, occurrence of one or more of these failure modes will

constitute failure of the system, i･e･,the system failure is the union of all the modes or EI U E2

U-U‰･

Suppose each of the failure modes, Ei, Canbe defined by a smooth performancefunctioh gi
=

gi(A such that E.･-

(gi<0)and the failure probability of the system is then:

PF
-Prob[gl

≦Oug2 ≦0∪-ugk ≦0] (4.1)

Conversely, the safety of a system is the event in which none of the k potential failure modes

occur; agaln in the case of a series system, this means

Ps
-Prob[gl >Ong2 >On･･･ngk >0]

- Prob[min[gl,g2,･･･gk]> 0] (4.2)

Thus the performance function of a series system, G, canbe expressed as the minimum of

the performance functions corresponding to all the potential failure modes; that is,

G(X) -

min[gl,g2,･･･gk]

where gi
=

gi(X)
is the performance function of the ith failure model

Similarly, for a parallel structural system, the failure probability of the system is:

PF
=Prob[gl

≦Ong2 ≦0∩･･･ngk ≦0]

- Prob[max[gl,g2,-gk] ≦ 0]

(4.3)

(4.4)

Thus the performance function of a parallel system, G, canbe expressed as the maximum of

the performance functions corresponding to all the potential failure modes; that is,

G(X) -

max[gl,g2,･･･gk] (4.5)

Since the system performance function G(X) will not be smooth although the performance

function of a component is smooth, it is diWICult to obtain the sensitivity of the performance

function even for a series system as in Eq. 4.3, and derivative based FORM would not be

applicable. The failure probability of a system may be determined uslng bounding teclmiques

(e.g.,Comell, 1966) as afunction of the failure probabilities of the individual modes; however,

for a complex system the bounds would be wide; even though these bounds may be improved
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by second-order bounds (Ditlevsen,1979). The failure probability of a system may also be

estimated叩prOXimately with the probabilistic network evaluation technique, PNET developed

byAngand Ma (1981), where the mutual correlationsamong the failure modes have to be

computed. Other methods have been reviewed or discussed; in e.g., Moses (1982)and Bennett

andAng (1987).

In the present research, the first few mo甲entS Of the system performancefunctionare

obtained by Dimension Reduction Integration (DRI),丘om which the moment-based reliability

index based on the fourth moment standardizationfunctionand failure probability canbe

evaluated without Monte Carlo simulations.

4.2.2 Dimension Reduction Integration for Moments of Performance Function

For a performance function Z -

G(X), using inverse Rosenblatt transformation, the kth

moments about zero, ofZ can be de丘ned as (Zhao and Ono 2000)

FLkG
- E([G(X)]k) - FJ･･仁(G[Ⅹ])kfx(I)dk

- FJ･･仁〈G[T~1(u)]ik4(u)du (4.7)

where fx(I) denotes the probability density function (PDF) of X, Tl(u) denotes inverse

Rosenblatt transformation, #u) denotes the PDF of standard normal variables.

Practically, the integral in Eq. (4.7)cannot be evaluated analytically because or the high

dimensionality and the complicated i山egrand. An altemative 叩prOaCh is uslng the

Gauss-Hermite quadrature, mn times offunction calls for computing G(X)are requiredand the

computations involvedtherefore, canbe massive when n is large. In order to avoid this

problem, Zhao and Ono (2000),Ⅹu and S. Rahman (2004) proposed generalized multiv∬iate

･'dimension-reduction method, in which the n-dimensional performance function is

approximated by the summation of a series of, at most, D-dimensional functions (D <
n).

In

this research, the bivariate dimension reduction (D
-

2) is used. Let L(u)
- (G[Tl(u)])k in Eq.

(4.7).By the bivariate dimension reduction method

L(u)=L2 -(n-2)Ll
+
(〟-1)(〟-2)
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Lo - L(0,･･.,0)

n

L. - ∑L(0,･･･,0,ui,0,･･･,0)
i=1

L2 - ∑L(0,･･･,0,ui,0,･･･,uj,0,･･･,0)
i<ノ

(4.9a)

(4.9b)

(4.9c)

in which i,j
- 1, 2,..., nand i <j. It is noted that Ll is a summation ofn one-dimensional

functionsand L2 is a summation of [n(n-1)]/2two-dimensional functions.

Substituting Eq. (4.8)in Eq. (4.7)reduces the n-dihensional
integral of Eq. (4.7)into a

summation of, at most, two-dimensional integrals

FLkG
- E(G[T-1(u)]k) = E(L(U))

- ∑FLL2,j+(n-2)∑FLLli
+

L'<j
I

(〟-1)(〟-2)

ILL.i
- FJ(0,･･･,0,u,I,0,-,0)4(ui)du.･

where

(4.10)

(4.11a)

FLL2,j
-仁仁上(0,･･･,0,u,･,0,-,uj,0,-,0)4(ui)4(u,)du,.duj

(4･11b)

Using the Gauss-Hemite integration, the one-dimensional血egral in Eq. (4.11a) can be

approximated by the followlng equation.

m

pL..･
- ∑P,L(0,...,0,u,,0,...,0)

r=1

(4.12)

The estimating points u, and the corresponding weights P, can be readily obtained as (Zhao

and Ono 2000)

u,

-Jix,,
p, (4.13)

where x, and w, are the abscissas and weights for Hermite integration with weight function

exp(-x2).

Specially, for a five point estimate in standard normal space (Zhaoand Ono 2000),

uo
- 0 Po-- 8/15
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ul+--ul_- 1･3556262 Pl -0･2220759

u2+--u2_-2･8569700 P2- 1･12574×10-2

whereas丘)r a seven point estimate in standard noⅢnal space,

uo-0 Po- 16/35

ul+--ul_- 1･1544054 Pl-0･2401233

u2+--u2_-2･3667594 P2-3･07571xlO-2

u3+- -u3_
- 3･7504397 P3 - 5･48269xlO-4

Similarly, the two-dimensional integral in in Eq. (4.1 1b)canbe approximated by

J〝 〝I

FLL2,j
= ∑∑P,1P,1L(0,･･･,0,u,i

,0,-,u,, ,0,･･･,0)nl=1rl=1

(4.14b)

(4.14c)

(4.15c)

(4.15d)

(4.16)

Finally, the mean, standard deviation, the skewness,and the kurtosis of a performance

function G(X) with n random variables canbe obtained as the follows

〃G =〃l

α3G - (p, -3p2/Jl +2FL.3)/q昌

α.G - (FL.-4FL,FL. -3p22
+ 12p2FL.2 -

6FL14)/J去

(4.17a)

(4.17b)

4.2.3 Approximate Distribution of the Performance Function of the System

After the flrSt three or four moments of GL(X)are obtained, the reliabilityanalysis becomes

a problem of approximating the distribution of a specific random variable with itsknownfirst

three or fわurmoments.

Approximating the distribution of a random variableus1ng its moments of finite order is a

wellknownproblem in statistics,and various approximations such as the Pearson, Jolmsonand

Burr systems, the Edgeworthand Comish-Fisher expansions were developed (Stuartand Ord
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1987).Their applications in structural reliability have been examined by Winterstein (1988),

Grigoriu (1983),and Hong (1996).In the present study, the fourth moment standardization

function will be used. For the standardized performance function,

Z,-
Z -

/I._,I

qG

The fourth moment standardization function is expressed as (Zhaoand Lu 2007)

zs
-s(u,M)--l. +k.U+l.U2 +k2U3

where

Jl-
α3G

6(1+ 6J2)

･2-去(
kl-

k2-

6a4G
-8a32G -14

1-3J2

(1+l.2-l22)

(1+l.2 +12122)

SlnCe

F(Zs) - ◎(U) - ◎[S-I(zs,M)]

The PDF ofZ
- G(Ⅹ),can be obtained as

fz (z)-土4(u)′告(フ■

where

u - s-1(三望∈-)
qG

Therefore, the PDF of the petformancefunction is expressed as

fz(z)- 4(u)
kl +2llu+3k2u2
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(4.19)

(4.20a)

(4.20b)

(4.20c)

(4.20d)

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)



where

u

-s-1(三二艶)-去-Dp-IqG

･vi(JW

q-l(212 -k./k2

13)･%
p-kl/k2/3-l2, l-ll/k2/3

The probability of failure is expressed as

Pf - Prob[G ≦ 0]- Prob[ZsqG +FIG ≦0]

- prob[Zs ≦一些-]- prob[Zs ≦
-P2M]JG

Tbatis

Pf - F(-β2M) - ◎[S-1(-β2M,M)]

where M is the vector denoting the血st several moments orZ
-

G(Ⅹ)

Then the coⅣesponding reliabilityindex is expressed as

P -

-0-I(pf)
-

-Sll(-p2M,M)

There fbre

l

P4M
=Dop一面+l

q. -l(212 -k./k2 -3)+P,M/k2

(4.25a)

(4.25b)

(4.25c)

(4.25d)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28a)

(4.28b)

(4.28c)

4. 3 Evaluation Method

4.3.1 Fish bone Model and the Failure Modes

It has been shownthat the second moment reliability index of the failure modes are not
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affected by the mean value of member strength or the number of bays; the highorder moment

of the performance function is also independent of number of baysand meanvalue of member

strength, thus, the reliability indices of story failure pattems do not vary with the change of

nvmber of baysand mean value of member strength (Zhao et all 2007)･ Therefore, COF is not

affected by the number of baysand COF based on fish-bone modeland real frame
should be

the same.

For simplification of the computation, the fish bone model is employed in the investigation

of target COF. Fig. 4. 1 shows the transformation of frame structure into the fish bone model.

(a)Frame structure (b)Fish bone model (c)Beam hinging mode

Fig. 4.1 Fish bone model and beam hinglng failure mode

In fish bone model, each floor has two degrees offreedom, the lateral displacement and the

rotation of node. Inanalysis, the frame was simplified into a stick model attached with a

rotational sprlng at eaCh floor. The rotational sprlng represents the resistance provided by all

beams connected in afloor level. Multiple columns in one story are condensed into one column

neglecting the elongationand contraction of the columns in a Door level. The detail discussion

on fish bone model was described in Ogawa et al. (1999).

In the fish-bone model, the COF is generally expressed by the floor COF, which is deflned

for each floor level as the ratio of the sum of mean strengths of columns to the sumof mean

strengths of beams, as fわllows:

COF - ∑FLMcL･/∑pMb,･- FLMc /FLMb
l ∫

(4.29)

where pMci and F[Mbi are the meanplastic moment strength of the column and beam, respectively,

cormected to a specific floor of the original frame,and F[Mc and pub are the meanplastic

moment strength of the columnand beam, respectively, of the fish-bone model. One COF is
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asslgned for each floor.

The story failure modes are clas占ifiedhere into three patterns as before: upper story failure

pattern, middle story failure pattemand lower story failure pattem･ Fig･ 4･2 shows the general

forms of these three types of story mechanisms in fish-bone model.

(a)Upper mode (b)Middle mode (c)Lower mode

Fig. 4.2 Failure modes in fish bone model

Based on the prlnCiple of virtual work, performance function of the upper collapse mode, the

middle collapse modeand the lower collapse modes in the fish bone model canbe established

as fわllows:

n n

Gu(X)-2 ∑(Mb.j+Mb2j)+2Mcs[ +McL
- ∑(j+nc-n)hPj

J=n-nc+1 J=n-nc+I

nc-I nc n-nb

GM(X) - 2∑(Mb.j+Mb2j)十4Mcs) +2McL
-∑jhPj.nb

- ∑nchPj.nb
j-1 j=l j=nc+I

nc
-1 nc n

GL(X) - 2∑(Mb.j+Mb2j)+4McsL +2Mcl
-∑jhPj

- ∑nchPj
j-I j=l J=nc+1

(30)

(31)

(32)

where Gu,GMand GLare the performance functions of the upper story failure pattem, the

middle story failure pattemand the lower story failure pattem respectively･ Mbljand Mb2j are

the moment strength of the beams of the jth.story,Mcl is the moment strength ofaninterior

column, Mcsl is the moment strength ofanexterior column, Pj is the load acting on thejth story

of the structure, n is the number of stories,nc is the number of failure storiesand h is the story

height of the stmcture.

The random variables, i.e.,moment strength of the beamsand columns and the load acting on

the stmcture are assumed to fわllow the lognoⅡnal distribution. Moment strengtbs are

statisticallyindependent to oneanotherand independent of the applied loads. The coefficient
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of variation ofmaterial strength is considered to be 0.land that ofload to be 0.8.

The mean value of moment strength of the beam of the top story is assumed to be half of the

mean value of moment strength or other beams of the lower stories. This is because the top

beam has to sustain a lower load than the beams of the lower stories due to absence of walls

and some other loads. The mean values of the moment strength of columns are obtained by

multiplying respective COP value. For example when COP-1.1 and the mean strength of the

top beamis 104.15 KN.m, the meanstrength of other beams will be 208.30 KN.m and mean

strength of column will be 229.13 KN.m. Since, this study has been conducted for low-rise

stmctures of up to seven stories; therefわre,columns of all the stories are considered to have the

same strengths in order to simplify the calculation.

In system reliability assessment also the most likely failure modes are taken into

consideration. Foranexample the most likely failure modes of a seven story frameare shown

inFig.4.3.

=F ∃二二 =F

(a)Lower mode (LM-1) (b)Lower mode (LM12) (c)Lower mode (LM13) (d)Lower mode (LM-4)

(e)Lower mode (LM-5) (b) Lo,wer mode (LM-6) (c)Upper mode (UM16)

Fig. 4.3 Likely failure modes ofa seven story frame

Considering likely failure modes the performance of the system is as follows:

G -

min(GL.,GL2,GL,,･･････GLK,GvK)
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where K-nlland n is the number of story.

4.3.2 EyalⅦation lndex

To probabilistically avoid the story mechanisms, the probabilities or the story mecbanisms

should be controlled at least lower thanthat of the entire beamhinglng failure mode. In the

target COF evaluation, followlng evaluation index is used:

y-Pf2/Pf. ≦Y. ≦1 (4･34)

where Pjl - the occurrence probability of the beam hinglng failure modeand Pj2 - the failure

probability or the system.

If the above evaluation index is determined based on only likely failure modeand system

reliability is not considered, the Pj2 corresponds to one failure mode with one performance

function, which does not necessarily meanthat all other story failure modes are avoided.

Therefore, the computation of Pj2 considering system reliabilityis essential･

The methodused in this paper is to assume a reliability index such as PT-2 or PT-3 for the

entire beamhinglng failure mode firstto specify the safety level of the structureand then to

compute the meanvalue of the earthquake load to ensure that the firstorder reliability index

becomes equal to the target reliability index PT for frame structures designed with various

COFs. The obtained load is then applied to compute the failure probability of the system.

By conducting the failureanalysisand the reliabilityanalysis uslng a different COF for a

丘ane stmcture, a γ-COP cuⅣe can be obtained and the target value orthe COP f♭rwhich Eq.

4.34 is satis丘ed can be deteⅡnined.

When yo- 1
, the failure probabilities of the systemand the preferable entire beam-hinglng

mode have the same likelihood of occurrence, i.e.,both probabilities are equal. The threshold

value of COF when yo- 1 is defined here as the target COF. When the COF oftheframe is

higher than the target COF, the failure probability of the system is less thanthat of the expected

entire beamhinglng failure mode.

4.3.3 Monte Carlo Simulation and Investigation on Results of DRI

In many practical englneenng Situations, the problem may be complicated and not amenable

toanalytical solutions. In such situations, numerical methodsare necessaryand often provide

the only practicaland effective approach. When the problem involve random variables, or

requlre COnSideration of probability, the numerical process may include repeated simulations

through Monte Carlo sampling techniques. The numedcal result丘om each repetition of the
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numerical process may be considered a sample of the true solution,analogous toanobserved

sample from a physical experiment. When random variables are involved, the values of the

different variables are sampled from the respective probability distributions in each repetition.

Anessential component of the process, therefore, is the generation of the values of the random

variables, each with its prescribed probability distribution,knownas random number

generators.

However, in practice, Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) may be limited by constraints of

economy and comp山er c叩ability. Moreover, solutions obtained丘om MCS may not be

amenable to generalization or extrapolation. Therefore, as a generalrule, Monte Carlo methods

should be used only as a last resort; that is, whenanalytical methods are not available or are

ineffective. Monte Carlo solutions, however,are often the only means of verifying or

validating approximate analytical solution methods. In the present study, some results of the

DRI method are veri丘ed applying MCS.

It is observed that for any single mode as well as for the system the failure probability

applying DRIand MCS are close to each other. Fig. 4.4 shows a comparison of the failure

probability of LM13 of a seven story frame as shownin Fig. 4.3 obtained from applying DRI

and MCS under reliabilitylevel 2 (βT-2).

1 1.2 1.4 1.6 l.8 2

COF

Fig･ 4･4･ Comparison ofPfOfLM-3 ofa 7- story frame

Fig. 4.5 shows a comparison of the failure probability of the system obtained from DRI and

MCS for a seven story frame under reliabilitylevel 2 a?T-2).
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1 1.2 1.4 I.6 l.8 2
COF

Fig･ 4･5･ Comparison ofPfOf system ofa 7- story frame

By comparlng Fig. 4.4and Fig.4.5 one canunderstand that the failure probability of any

slngle mode is less thanthat of the system. It will be clearer from the followlng Fig. 4.6 which

shows a comparison of failure probability of the systemand that of a lower failure mode, LM-4

of a seven story frame under reliabilitylevel 2 u7T-2).It is observed that failure probability of

the system is always higher than that of any slngle mode.

叫ヽ

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0
I l12 114 l･6 l･8

cop
2

Fig･ 4･6･ Comparison ofPfOf system and LM14 ofa 7- story frame

Fig. 4.7 shows a comparison of the reliability index of the system obtained from DRIand

MCS for a seven story frame under reliabilityleve12 (βT-2).
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Fig. 4.7. Comparison of ReliabilityIndex of system of a 7- story frame

It is also observed that the first four moments of the system performance function applying

DRI and MCS are close to each other. For example for COF-1.5 the flrSt four moments are

obtained as FLO -16050.9and 16053.1, OIG =7939.49and 7759.76, a3G =14.42and-4.37, a4G

-42.71.and 42.22 respectively for MCS and DRI method.

Fig. 4.8 shows a comparison of mean of the system performance function obtained from

DRIand MCS for a seven story frame under reliabilitylevel 2 a?T-2).

2.4
′一ヽ

+

e 2.2
ヽ■一′

㌔
2.0

I.8

I.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

1.2 1.4 l.6 l.8 2

COF

Fig. 4.8. Comparison of Mean of system ofa 7- story frame

Fig･ 4.9 shows a comparison of COVand skewness of the system performance function

obtained from DRI and MCS for a seven story frameunder reliabilitylevel 2 (βT-2).
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Fig. 4.9. Comparison ofCOVand skewness of system ofa 7- story &ame

Fig. 4. 10 shows a comparison of kurtusis of the system performance function obtained from

DRIand MCS for a seven story frameunder reliability level 2 a?T-2).

1 I.2 1.4 l.6 l.8 2

COF

Fig. 4.10. Comparison ofkurtusis of system ofa 71 StOryframe

From the above discussionand the Figs. itis
･clear

that results obtained from DRI show good

agreements with that of MCS.

4.4 Target COP Applying System Reliability

In this section, the target COF requlrement that probabilistically ensures the preferable entire

beamhinglng failure mode during earthquakeand probabilistically avoids theundesirable story

collapse modes of the frame structures have been evaluatedunder reliability levels 2and 3

ぴT-2,and βT-3) applying Dimension Reddction Integration (DRI) based on the Ai
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distribution of Japan. Initiallythe failure probability of the systemand that of the failure modes

are investigated. After evaluation of the failure probability, the target values of COF are

determined considering system reliability based on the evaluation index mentioned earlier in

sec.4.3.2.

Fig. 4.1 1 shows the y-COF curve for four story to seven story framesunder reliabilitylevel 2

a?T-2) considering system reliabilityapplying DRI.

l.8

ゝ､

l.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

I I.2 l.4 l.6 l.8

COF

Fig. 4.ll. γ-COF curves for fourto seven story frame a?T-2)

Fig. 4.12 shows the y-COF curve for flVe Story tO Seven Story frames under reliabilitylevel 3

u7T-3) considering system reliabilityapplying DRI.
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I I.2 l.4 l.6 l.8
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Fig･ 4･12･ γ-COF curves for three to seven storyframeぴT-3)

The target COF for three to seven story building frames under reliability levels 2, and 3

ぴT-2,and βT-3) are presented in Table 3.7. The minimum value of target COF i. e., 1.0 is

suWICient for frame structures below four story under reliability level 2 (βT-2)and below five
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story under reliabilitylevel 3 a?T-3).

Table 4･ 1Target COF for multi-story &ames considering system reliability

Reliabilityleve1 3 story 4story 5 story 6story 7story

βr=2 1.00 1.09 1.29 1.45 1.64

βr=3 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.35 1.51

It is obseⅣed that under the same reliabilitylevel, the target COP requlrement increases with

the increase of the number of stories or the丘ame and decreases with the increase of the

reliability level.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the target COF requlrement that probabilistically ensures the preferable entire

beamhinglng failure mode during earthquakeand probabilistically avoids theundesirable story

coll叩Se modes of tbe丘ame structures have been evaluated under reliability levels 2 and 3

a?T-2,and βT-3) considering system reliability applying Dimension Reduction Integration

(DRI). The investigation presented in this chapter canbe summarized by the following

conclusions.

(1) The system reliability of the frame structures are evaluated applying DRI method. The

method directly calculates the reliabilityindices (and associated failure probabilities)based

on the first few moments of the system performance function of a structure. It does not

requlre the reliabilityanalysis of the individual failure modes; also, it does not need the

iterative computation of derivatives, or the computation of the mutual correlationsamong

the failure modes,and does not requlreany design points. Thus, this method should be

more effective for the system reliability evaluation of complex structures thancurrently

available methodsこ

(2)The accuracy of results obtained with the DRI method has been thoroughly examined by

comparisons with large sample Monte Carlo simulations (MCS). It is observed that the

results ofDRI show good agreement with that or MCS.

(3)The target values of COF for three to seven story framesunder reliabilitylevels2and
3

ulT-2,and βT-3)based on Ai distribution ofJapanare presented in this chapter.
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(4)It is obseⅣed that under the same reliability level the target COP requirement increases

with the increase of the number of stories and decreases with the increase of the reliability

level.
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Chapter 5

CONCLtJSIONS

In the present study, considering the uncertainties of earthquake load and strengths of stmctural

members, the failure modes of the frame structures are investigated probabilistically. The Ai

distribution of Japan, the distribution of the UniformBuilding Code (UBC-1994)and

Intemational Building Code (IBC-2006)are taken into account. Based on the investigations,

the target values of COF that probabilistically ensure the preferable beamhinglng failure mode

pnor to story collapse are evaluated.Aninitiative has also taken to consider the system

reliabilityin the COF evaluation. The major findings are summarized as follows:

1. Investigation on the story mechanisms of the frame structures

l. Underany specific reliability1evel,the meanvalue of the load is generally a linear

function of COF. A similar observation is found in case ofAi distribution of loadand the

distribution of UBC-94 and IBC-2006.

2. The failure probabilities of the middle storyand upper story collapse modes follow

some specific pattems but the failure probabilities of the lower story collapse modes do

not followany specific pattem. In case of upper story collapse modes, the failure

probability steadily increases with the increase of the number of failure stories. In case of

middle story collapse modes, the failure probability with higher nb (number of unbroken

story at the bottom of the frame) is less thanthat with lower nb. The value of COF has a

slgnificant effect on the probabilistic order of the lower story modes. Each lower story

mechanism has a special COF reg10n in which the failure probability of that mode is the

largest. A similarobservation is found in case of Ai distribution of loadand the

distribution or UBC-94 and IBC-2006.

3. With the increase of the COF the failure probabilities of all modes decrease. A similar

observation is found in case of Ai distribution of loadand the distribution of UBC194and

IBC-2006.

4.Among all the failure modes of a multi-story ductile frame structure the lower failure

modesand the upper failure mode with the maximum failure stories have the highest

failure probability, i.e.,these modes are the most likely failure modes of a multi-story
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ductile frame structure. A similar observation is found in case of Ai distribution of load

and the distribution ofUBC194and IBC-2006. That means, most likely failure modes are

independent of the type of the distribution applied in the evaluation.

2･ Estimation of target column overdesign factor avoiding story mechanisms

l･ The target COP is the minimum value of COP that probabilistically ensures the

preferable entire beamhinglng failure mode during earthquake and probabilistically

avoids the undesirable story collapse modes of the frame･ The target values of COF for

three to seven story framesunder reliability levels ulT-2,βT-3,and βT-4)based on Ai

distribution of load and the distribution of UBC-94 and IBC-2006 are presented in chapter

tbree.

2･ Under the same reliabilitylevel the target COP requlrement increases with the increase

oftbe number of stories and decreases with the increase of the reliabilitylevel･ The rate of

change of target COF with number of storyand reliability level is almost linear. A similar

observation
is found in case of Ai distribution of loadand the distribution of UBC_94and

IBC-2006.

3･ Higher COF value has to be provided for frames with higher floor height in first story･

The higher the height irregularity due to story height variation in the first story, the higher

is the target COP requlrement. The target COP requlrement increases with the increase of

tbe mass irregularity, 1･e･ the higher the mass irregularity the higher the target COP

requlrement･ The target COF requlrementfurther increases when both the height and mass

irregularity is combined in the same frame, l･e･ COF requlrement Of this frame is higher

than the丘ame with only height irregularity or only mass irregularity･

3･ Investigation on target COF considering system reliability

l･ The system reliability of the丘ame stmctures are evaluated applying Dimension

Reduction Integration (DRI) method. The method directly calculates the reliabilityindices

(and associated failure
probabilities)based on the first few moments of the system

performancefunction of a structure･ It does not requlre the reliability analysis of the

individual failure modes; also, itdoes not need the iterative computation of derivatives, or

the computation of the mutual correlations among the failure modes,and does not requlre

any design points･ Thus, this method should be more effective for the system reliability.

evaluation of complex structures than currently available methods.

2･ The accuracy of results obtained with DRI method has been thoroughly examined by

178･



comparisons with large sample Mo血e Carlo simulations (MCS). It is obseⅣed that the

results orDRI show good agreement with that of MCS.

3･ The target values of COF for three to seven story frames under reliabilitylevels2and
3

a?T-2,and βT-3)based on Ai distribution of Japanare presented in chapter four.

4･ Under the same reliability level the target COF requlrement increases with the increase

of the number of sto°es and decreases with the increase of the reliability level･
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